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Abstract

These are a brief set of lectures notes for lectures given at the Les Houches summer
course in Theoretical Biological Physics in July 2023. In these notes, I provide an intro-
duction to some of the theoretical frameworks that are used to understand how the brain
makes sense of incoming signals from the environment to ultimately guide effective be-
havior. I then discuss how we can apply these frameworks to understand the structure
and function of real brains.
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1 Introduction31

The brain is responsible for a myriad of different computations that enable animals to behave32

effectively in an ever-changing world. The brain must sense signals in the environment, make33

inferences and predictions about the causes and consequences of those signals, and must plan34

and execute appropriate behavior based on those inferences and predictions.35

One way that we try to test our understanding of such computations is by building artifi-36

cial systems that can mimic the computations and behaviors of real animals. To date, our best37

artificial systems pale in comparison to the capabilities of real brains (but large language mod-38

els provide an interesting counterpoint); real brains continue to outperform our best artificial39

systems. And yet, real brains have many limitations that artificial systems do not—limitations40

in speed and precision, and in energy use and storage capacity, for example. In order to over-41

come these limitations, it is thought that brains have evolved smart strategies to exploit the42

lawfulness of the world in order to achieve “good enough” performance. This can happen43

over many difference timescales: over the course of evolution, development, learning, and44

adaptation. This idea necessarily implies that there are better and worse solutions for exploit-45

ing the lawfulness of the world to secure a performance advantage. One goal of theoretical46

neuroscience is to understand the space of such solutions—how many there might be, their47

advantages and disadvantages, and, ultimately, why biology might have persisted with one48

solution over another. This involves understanding the possible functions of, and constraints49

faced by, different biological systems.50

In the following notes, I broadly organize these computations beginning with sensory input51

and moving toward motor output. In between, the brain has to transform sensory input into52

appropriate inferences, decisions, and plans of action. In the first section, I begin by discussing53

some theoretical frameworks that are used to understand computation across animals and54

brain regions. In the second section, I discuss how we can use these frameworks to try to close55

the loop in a single system.56

1.1 The normative approach57

Before diving in, it’s worth briefly discussing the philosophical and methodological approach58

that we will take throughout these discussions. Much of theoretical and computational neu-59

roscience concerns itself with how the brain works: if I can give you a mathematical model60

that accurately reproduces an experimental finding and makes testable predictions for new61

experiments, I have understood something about how a certain biological process might un-62

fold. A smaller swath of theoretical neuroscience concerns itself with understanding not just63

how a process might unfold, by why it unfolds in this particular way. Why, of all of the possible64

strategies that the brain could have adopted to solve a particular problem, is this the strategy65
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it adopted? There are many possible answers to this question, some of which could be ‘this is66

just what evolution stumbled upon’. But in many cases, the putative answer to this question67

helps us understand how a given strategy might be advantageous with respect to performing68

a particular function, in a particular setting, and subject to a particular set of biological or69

physical constraints.70

To give a more concrete example: consider your own visual perception of the world. This71

perception is something that can be measured and tested by asking you to discriminate dif-72

ferent visual stimuli. By designing those stimuli in a way that isolates different statistical73

properties of the world, it is possible to examine which properties of the visual world are easy74

for you to see, and which are more difficult. This is the purview of the field of psychophysics.75

For example, if you are presented with visual patterns hidden in a noisy background, you76

could be asked to locate the pattern in the noise. The more accurately you can do this, the77

better you are able to discriminate these patterns from random noise. It is possible to design78

these visual patterns with certain statistical structure by enforcing certain multi-point corre-79

lations in light intensity between nearby pixels [1, 2]. Now, if we pick a particular order of80

correlation—say, 4th order—it turns out that people can easily discriminate some 4th order81

patterns, but struggle to discriminate others, even though they have the same amount of sta-82

tistical structure [3]. This is an empirical observation, and we could use this to build a model83

that can reproduce this finding. But why it is that we should be better able to see some patterns84

over others? Why those particular patterns?85

The answer is that the patterns that we can easily discriminate are those patterns that are86

most informative about our natural visual world [3, 4]. Were our visual world organized in87

some different way, this would imply that we would be good at seeing different sets of patterns.88

Just by knowing the statistical structure of the visual world, we can predict how sensitive89

a person will be to different types of visual patterns in the world, and we can do this in a90

parameter-free manner. This same idea—that we should be most sensitive to sensory signals91

that are most informative about our surroundings—has been used to explain a wide range of92

neural and behavioral responses across different species and different sensory systems.93

Implicit in this statement, however, is the fact that our sensory systems are constrained:94

we have to prioritize some sensory signals, some visual patterns, over others. If we had infinite95

resources, we would not need to prioritize—we would in principle be able to fully discriminate96

any visual pattern from any other. So a more precise version of the previous statement is97

that our sensory systems should use minimal resources to maximize the information that they98

convey about the natural world in which we operate.99

This is an example of a ‘normative’ statement: it postulates a goal or a function that a100

system is trying to achieve (potentially at the expense of other goals). The mere fact that we101

can propose and test normative statements reflects that fact that the world around us obeys102

predictable laws that can be exploited by biological systems, and that they systems themselves103

are limited in their ability to exploit these laws. If biological systems had infinite memory of all104

past states of the world and could perfectly predict and access all future states, there would be105

no need to prioritize some goals over others. Similarly, if the world were completely random106

and unstructured, there would be nothing to prioritize. In this way, normative theories relate107

the lawfulness of the world to the performance advantage that can be achieved by exploiting108

that lawfulness. In formulating a normative theory, we postulate (i) a function to be performed,109

(ii) a context in which that function will be performed, and (iii) a set of constraints on the110

system that performs the given function in the given context. We then derive the optimal111

solution for achieving this particular function in this context and subject to these constraints.112

In the example above about our own visual sensitivity to different patterns, (i) the function113

was to maximize information about incoming visual signals, (ii) the context was the natural114

visual world, and (iii) the constraints were limitations in bandwidth (i.e., how many signals115
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could be reliably transmitted downstream).116

In what follows, we will use this normative approach to consider how sensory systems117

might optimally encode and infer features of the external environment, and how downstream118

brain regions can in turn guide optimal behavior based on these inferences (Figure 1).119

Figure 1: The brain has to use its limited resources to make sense of signals in the
environment and guide appropriate actions.

2 Frameworks that bridge systems120

In this first section, we will briefly discuss three different normative theoretical frameworks—efficient121

coding (Section 2.1), Bayesian inference (Section 2.2), and reinforcement learning (Section122

2.3)—that have been used to understand the computational processes involved in sensory123

coding, inference, and action selection.124

2.1 Sensory coding125

The world around us is full of different signals—patterns of light, sounds, smells—that we use126

to make sense of our surroundings. At the very earliest stages of processing, the brain must127

encode these external signals in internal ones. These internal signals are then used to build128

our perceptions of the world, and make decisions based on them. It is remarkable that our129

entire understanding of the world is created internally and is built from signals that are first130

transduced in our peripheral nervous system.131

From the perspective of the brain, external signals in the world are not directly accessible,132

and can at best be disambiguated from the responses of neurons. This places limitations on the133

accuracy with which the brain can “know” the actual state of the environment. To examine the134

process of disambiguation, let’s take a brief detour to consider the following example (taken135

from David MacKay’s book [5]), which might already be familiar to many readers: you are136

given 12 balls that look identical, but one ball is heavier or lighter than the rest. You are given137

one scale that can compare any two sets of balls. How do you determine which ball is the odd138

ball, and whether it is heavier or lighter, in as few uses of the scale as possible? If you haven’t139

already solved this problem before, it’s worth sketching out your solution before moving on.140

Stated another way, the goal is to design a set of measurements to disambiguate a set of141

hypotheses about the world as efficiently as possible (Figure 2). Here, there are 24 hypotheses142

in total: there are 12 balls, and each ball could be heavier or lighter, for a total of 24 possibili-143

ties. Each measurement corresponds to a usage of the scale, and there are 3 possible outcomes144

per measurement: the lefthand side of the scale is heavier, lighter, or equal to the righthand145

side. Thus, given 2 measurements, it is possible to disambiguate 32 = 9 hypotheses; given 3146

measurements, it is possible to disambiguate 33 = 27 hypotheses. From this, we know that it147

is possible to disambiguate all 24 of our hypotheses with a total of 3 measurements. The next148

step is to design those measurements.149
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The most efficient way to design a measurement is to maximize the entropy over the set of150

possible outcomes for that measurement. Here, by “most efficient”, we mean that the measure-151

ment will reduce our uncertainty as much as possible, given the resolution of the measurement152

device. This is an example of a normative statement: it posits an optimal solution (maximizing153

the entropy over possible measurement outcomes) for a particular problem (disambiguating154

a fixed set of hypotheses as quickly as possible) and subject to a particular set of constraints155

(subject to the resolution of the measurement device).156

For example, if we begin with 24 hypotheses and have 3 possible outcomes, we want to157

assign 24/3 = 8 hypotheses to each outcome. One way to do this would be to divide our 12158

of balls into 3 sets: balls 1-4 (set 1), balls 5-8 (set 2), and balls 9-12 (set 3). We can then159

compare any two sets (e.g. sets 1 and 2). There are then three possible outcomes that evenly160

break apart our hypothesis space:161

1. Set 1 is heavier. There are then 8 remaining hypotheses: set 1 has the heavier ball (4162

hypotheses), or set 2 has the lighter ball (4 hypotheses)163

2. Set 1 is lighter. There are again 8 remaining hypotheses: set 1 has the lighter ball, or164

set 2 has the heavier ball165

3. Both sets are equal. Again, 8 remaining hypotheses: set 3 has the heavier ball, or set 3166

has the lighter ball167

Figure 2: Designing measurements to disambiguate hypotheses (adapted from [5]).

I will leave it up to the reader to carry this logic through to design the remaining two sets of168

measurements. When applying this measurement technique in succession, we can identify the169

odd ball, and determine whether it is heavier or lighter than the rest, in the fewest possible170

measurements (it’s easy to verify that a different measurement scheme would require more171

than 3 measurements on average). This is precisely because we reduce as much as possible172

our uncertainty about the unknown input—and gain as much information as possible about173

that input—with the outcome of each successive measurement. However, had we been given174

only a single measurement, we would not have been able to fully disambiguate the identity175

and relative weight of the odd ball. For example, if we performed the single measurement176
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shown in Figure 2 and observed that the left side of the scale was heavier, we would at best177

be able to say that one of balls 1-4 was heavier or one of balls 5-8 was lighter. This highlights178

that our ability to disambiguate is limited by the resolution of our measurement device.179

We can apply a similar perspective to the process of disambiguating signals in the brain.180

For example, consider a neuron that acts as a device to measure incoming light signals. Given181

some knowledge about the distribution of light signals that could be present in the environ-182

ment, one can ask how to design the response function of the neuron to best disambiguate183

these signals subject to the limitations of the device itself. If the neuron can produce a binary184

output (e.g., it can spike or not spike), then this optimal response function should partition the185

incoming distribution of light signals into two equal probability chunks, and assign one output186

to each chunk. This would, for example, lead to a scenario in which the neuron spikes if the187

incoming light signal is greater than the median of the distribution, and is silent if the incoming188

signal is less than the median. By designing a response function that partitions the incoming189

distribution into equal probability chunks, we are guaranteed that the entropy of the neural190

response will be maximized given the distribution of input signals. This is often referred to as191

‘histogram equalization’, because the histogram of neural responses will be flat. However, it’s192

important to note that there are many ways to partition the distribution into equal probability193

chunks, and thus we often have to invoke other constraints (such as continuity of the response194

function) before comparing to biology.195

This idea forms the basis of one of the most influential normative frameworks in neuro-196

science: efficient coding. Efficient coding posits that sensory systems maximize the informa-197

tion that they convey to downstream brain regions about incoming sensory signals, and in198

doing so exploit the statistics of the environment in which an organism must function [6].199

This hypothesis was first formulated by Fred Attneave [7] and Horace Barlow [8]. Given an200

input message (here, our stimulus S) and an output message (here, our neural response R),201

Barlow hypothesized that the goal of the early nervous system is to maximize the information202

that the output message conveys about the input message. The mutual information between203

the input and output is given by:204

I(R; S) = H(R)−H(R|S) (1)

where H(R) is the entropy of the response, and H(R|S) is the conditional entropy of the re-205

sponse given the stimulus (see Appendix A for derivation). In the limit of low input noise206

(i.e., the stimulus is reliable), H(R|S) is close to zero, and maximizing mutual information is207

equivalent to maximizing the entropy of the neural response. Barlow used this idea to define208

a quantity called the ‘redundancy’, R, to be minimized:209

R = (1−H(R))/C (2)

where C is the capacity of the channel along which the messages are sent. It’s worth noting210

that entropy maximization, or information maximization more broadly, does not concern itself211

with how this information will be used downstream. In fact, Attneave discussed this as an one212

of the advantages of the efficient coding framework—that it could be used to understand the213

first stages of sensory processing, without having to know the putative relevance of different214

sensory signals [7].215

More broadly, this idea can be used to derive the entropy-maximizing set of neural re-216

sponses subject to different constraints on the response distribution (Appendix B). For exam-217

ple, given a constraint on the total number N of discriminable responses that a neuron can218

produce, the entropy-maximizing response distribution is flat (i.e., P(r ) = 1/N; this is our his-219

togram equalization). Given a constraint on the mean firing rate µ of the neuron, the response220

distribution is exponential: P(r ) = exp(−r/µ)/µ. And given a constraint on the variance in221

firing rate σ2, the response distribution is Gaussian: P(r ) = exp(−(r −µ)2/2σ2)/
p

2πσ2.222
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Figure 3: Maximizing entropy about the distribution of incoming stimuli (adapted
from [9]).

Barlow’s hypothesis was first tested experimentally in 1981 by Simon Laughlin [9], who223

showed that he could predict the responses of motion-sensitive neurons in the visual system of224

the blowfly using only the distribution of light signals found in the natural environment (Figure225

3). Since then, there have been numerous studies that have sought to understand different226

aspects of sensory processing in terms of maximizing information about the distribution of227

inputs that a sensory system encounters in its environment, or in terms of minimizing error228

in the reconstruction of those inputs [6]. The optimal sensory coding scheme depends on the229

specific statistics of the environment, the resource limitations and sources of noise within the230

encoding scheme, and the specific objective function used to optimize the encoding scheme.231

As a result, there is no single characterization of an efficient code. For example, in the limit of232

low input noise, when incoming sensory signals are reliable, optimal coding strategies tend to233

decorrelate these signals (consistent with Barlow’s redundancy reduction hypothesis). In the234

limit of high input noise, optimal coding strategies tend to average incoming signals in order235

to combat the adversarial effects of noise. These different coding regimes emerge from the236

same underlying framework but under different assumptions, and are predicted at the level of237

single cells [10–13], population codes [14,15], and behavior [4].238

A key assumption underlying all of this work is that sensory systems have evolved to ex-239

ploit the particular statistics of the environment in which an organism must function. If that240

environment were to change, we would expect sensory systems to change as well—a point241

that we will examine in the next section.242

2.2 Inference243

This section covers material from Młynarski & Hermundstad (2018) and (2021).244

In the previous section, we discussed how sensory systems could have evolved to exploit the245
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statistics of the environment. This implies that if the environment were to change, sensory246

systems should change with it (Figure 4). In this way, efficient coding has provided a normative247

perspective on sensory adaptation [16,17].248

Figure 4: If the statistics of incoming sensory signals change over time, neural re-
sponses should adapt to the change.

However, the statistics that are most relevant for adapting to a change in the environment249

are not necessarily the same as those that should be optimally encoded in steady state [18].250

Moreover, the different sensory signals carry different relevance for downstream computations,251

which can necessitate different coding strategies [19]. In this section, we treat both of these252

questions.253

In the previous section, we considered how to best design a neural response function in254

order to efficiently encode signals s drawn from a distribution P(s). We will now assume255

that this distribution can be parameterized by a latent variable θ , such that we can specify256

P(s |θ ) (we will also refer to θ as the “state” of the environment). For example, for a Gaussian257

stimulus distribution, θ can paramterize either the mean or the variance of the distribution. We258

can then compare a neural response function that maximizes the information about incoming259

sensory stimuli (as discussed in the previous section) with a response function that maximizes260

information about the underlying latent parameters of the distribution. In other words, when261

designing the optimal response function, we can concern ourselves with disambiguating the262

current sensory stimulus s or the underlying latent state θ .263

The parameter θ is not observable, and thus its value must be inferred from incoming264

sensory signals. Such a computations falls within the purview of Bayesian inference, which265

specifies the statistically-optimal computation for inferring a latent variable from a set of mea-266

surements. We will consider a simple case described above, in which θ specifies either the267

mean or the variance of a Gaussian distribution. We will also assume that θ takes on one of268

two values—a high value or a low value. Finally, we will assume that the environment can269

dynamically switch between these two different values with a small but fixed probability h270

per timestep (Figure 5). At each timestep t , a signal st ∼ p(·|θt ) is sampled from a distribu-271

tion parameterized by θt . This setup mimics one that is widely used in sensory neuroscience272

to study the dynamics of adaptation to changes in the mean and variance of sensory stim-273

uli [16,17,20–23]. The goal of the inference, then, is to use the history of past sensory signals274

sτ≤t determine whether θt is high (θt = θH) or low (θt = θ L) at a particular timestep.275

To illustrate the inference process, we will derive an “ideal observer” that has certain knowl-276
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Figure 5: Example nonstationary environment in which the mean (or variance) of a
Gaussian stimulus distribution switches between a low and high value over time.

edge about the environment, and can use this knowledge to optimally perform the inference.277

In this setting, we will assume that the observer knows (1) that the environment exists in one278

of two states (high or low); (2) the identity of the two states (i.e., the values θH and θ L); (3)279

the switching probability h; and (4) the values of all other parameters of the stimulus distribu-280

tion (i.e., if θ parameterizes the mean of the Gaussian distribution, we assume that the ideal281

observer knows the variance of that distribution; if θ parameterizes the variance, we assume282

that the ideal observer knows the mean). In other words, the observer is armed with a great283

deal of prior knowledge; the only thing that the observer does not know is the current value284

of θt , and the specific signal that will be sampled from p(s |θt ). To infer θt , the ideal observer285

can use the history of observed signals sτ≤t to construct the posterior distribution P(θt |sτ≤t )286

(also called the “posterior belief”, or “belief distribution”):287

P(θt |sτ≤t ) =
1

Ω
P(st |θt )
∑

θt−1

P(θt |θt−1)P(θt−1|sτ≤t−1), (3)

where288

P(θt |θt−1) =

¨

(1− h) θt = θt−1

h θt ̸= θt−1
(4)

specifies the probability that the environment switched states at time t , P(st |θt ) is the stim-289

ulus distribution, and Ω is a normalization constant (see Appendix C for a derivation of this290

distribution). For an environment that consists of only two states (θ L and θH), the poste-291

rior distribution is defined over two values, and can thus be specified by a single number292

PL
t ≡ P(θt = θ L|sτ≤t ) that specifies the probability that the environment is in the low state293

(and we can use this to compute PH
t = (1− PL

t )). We can use this to rewrite the posterior as:294

PL
t =

1

Ω
P(st |θt = θ

L)
�

(1− h)PL
t−1 + h(1− PL

t−1)
�

(5)

From this expression, one can see that the posterior belief that the environment was in the low295

state at time t depends on the prior belief at time t − 1, weighted by the probability that the296

environment stayed in the low state, and by the likelihood of sampling the observed signal st297

in the low state.298

We can use this belief distribution to construct a point estimate θ̂t of the current state299

θt , for example by computing the mean of the posterior (note that this is the optimal point300

estimate that minimizes the mean-squared error between θt and θ̂t [24]):301

θ̂t = 〈P(θt |sτ≤t )〉θt

= θ LPL
t + θ

H(1− PL
t )

(6)
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Standard Bayesian inference assumes that the sensory signal st is directly used to update302

the posterior belief P(θt |sτ≤t ). However, as discussed in the previous section, any incoming303

sensory signals must be encoded in neural responses before they are used to perform any304

downstream computations. Because neurons have finite precision and bandwidth constraints,305

there is necessarily loss in this encoding step. As a result, the choice of encoding schemes will306

impact any downstream inferences (Figure 6).307

Figure 6: Different architectures of efficient coding and Bayesian inference.

To mitigate the negative impact of the encoding, we can design an encoding code scheme308

that preserves information about the incoming stimuli that is relevant for updating the poste-309

rior belief. For example, consider an encoder with a response function of the form:310

rt (st ; k, s0) =
1

1+ exp (−k(s − s0))
+η (7)

where the parameters k and s0 respectively control the slope and offset of this sigmoidal311

function, and η is additive noise (alternatively, we can discretize the output rt into a set of312

N discriminable response levels, analogous to the encoding scheme discussed in Section 2.1).313

This response function has finite resolution that it can devote to incoming signals; because of314

the saturating nature of this response function, signals that are sufficiently large or small will315

not be distinguishable from one another. The output of this response function, rt , can then be316

decoded to construct an estimate ŝt of the incoming sensory signal. For the purposes of this317

discussion, we will assume that we can construct and optimize a simple linear decoder to get318

the estimate ŝt . The Bayesian observer must then construct a posterior belief P(θt |ŝτ≤t ) built319

from the history of past signal estimates, rather than directly using the history of true signal320

values.321

One advantage of choosing a parameterized encoder is that we can directly optimize the322

parameters k and s0 of the encoder (as well as the parameters of the linear decoder). For323

the sake of illustration, we will consider two different objective functions for optimizing these324

parameters:325

argmink,s0




(ŝ − s)2
�

P(st |θ̂t )
(8)

and326

argmink,s0


 �

θ̂ (s)− θ̂ (ŝ)
�2 �

P(st |θ̂t )
. (9)
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The first of these objective functions prioritizes an accurate estimate of incoming sensory sig-327

nals by minimizing the “reconstruction error”; the second of these objectives prioritizes an328

accurate estimate of the latent state of the distribution from which the signals were generated329

by minimizing the “inference error”. In contrast to typical formulations of efficient coding,330

which optimize the encoder based on the true distribution of incoming stimuli P(st |θt ), both331

of these objective functions optimize the encoder based on the current belief about the incom-332

ing stimulus distribution, P(st |θ̂t ) [18, 19]. As a result, any inaccuracies in this belief will333

shape the current encoding scheme, and any inaccuracies in encoding will in turn shape the334

evolution of the posterior belief. This can be viewed as a form of adaptive coding, where the335

output of the encoder is used to update the posterior belief, and the posterior belief is used,336

in turn, to adapt the encoding on the next timestep. Moreover, rather than using the current337

estimate θ̂t to update the encoder, a better strategy is to use a prediction θ⃗t+1 about the state338

of the environment at the next timestep, and optimize the encoder based on the distribution339

P(st |θ⃗t+1). The point prediction θ⃗t+1 can be obtained analogously to θ̂t , using the predicted340

posterior:341

P(θt+1|sτ≤t ) =
∑

θt−1

P(θt+1|θt )P(θt |sτ≤t ) . (10)

As should be expected, the two objective functions in Eqs. 8-9 lead to different optimal param-342

eters depending on the current prediction θ⃗t+1. Since this prediction is varying in time, the343

optimal encoding parameters will also vary in time (Figure 7). This can easily be seen through344

numerical optimization. For example, the first objective function leads to an encoder that345

tracks the current prediction of the incoming stimulus distribution: the optimal offset tracks346

the predicted mean of the stimulus distribution, s∗0 = µ⃗t+1, and the optimal slope tracks the347

inverse of the predicted standard deviation of the stimulus distribution, k∗ = 1/σ⃗t+1. As a348

result, these parameters vary continuously with the current posterior belief (blue curves in349

Figure 7). In the limit that the observer is certain about the current state of the environment350

and maintains a correct estimate of that state, the encoder is aligned with the true incoming351

stimulus distribution, and prioritizes accurate encoding of stimuli from that distribution, anal-352

ogous to classic efficient coding. However, when the state of the environment changes, the353

current encoder is misaligned with the new distribution, and can thus be slow to detect and354

adapt to a change. As a result, when averaged over time, this strategy often suffers from higher355

reconstruction error than a strategy that is optimized for inference. This highlights the fact356

that an encoding that performs optimal reconstruction of sensory signals does not necessarily357

support optimal adaptation to changes in the distribution of those signals.358

In contrast, the second objective function is optimized for inference and leads to an en-359

coder whose parameters vary discontinuously with the current prediction of the incoming360

stimulus distribution (green curves in Figure 7). The resulting encoder performs a form of361

uncertainty-dependent change detection: when the observer is certain about the current state362

of the environment (and maintains a correct estimate of that state), the encoder shifts its fi-363

nite resolution away from the true stimulus distribution, in anticipation of changes that might364

occur in the future. When the state of the environment changes and the observer becomes365

more uncertain, the encoder takes a form that can best discriminate that change: for mean366

estimation, the optimal encoding function is sharp and centered between the two candidate367

distributions; for variance estimation, the optimal encoding function is shifted toward the tail368

of the high variance distribution (if more certain of the high variance state) or centered about369

the low variance distribution (if more certain of the low variance state). As a result, this en-370

coder is less accurate in steady state, but more sensitive and faster to adapt to changes, and can371

achieve lower average reconstruction error than a strategy that is optimized for reconstruction.372

As highlighted in the previous discussion, both of these strategies are optimized greedily373
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Figure 7: Optimal tuning curves (far left schematic) adapt based on uncertainty,
shown for mean adaptation (top row) and variance adaptation (bottom row).
Adapted from [18].

based on the observer’s current knowledge of the environment, and exhibit different tradeoffs374

in performance. One might therefore wonder whether it is possible to leverage the advantages375

of both strategies. To explore this question, one can form composite codes that balance these376

two objectives:377

argmink,s0
α



(ŝ − s)2
�

P(st |θ̂t )
+ (1−α)

 �

θ̂ (s)− θ̂ (ŝ)
�2 �

P(st |θ̂t )
, (11)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that balances reconstruction and inference errors. For many378

different assumptions about the stimulus distributions and their dynamics, the optimal encoder379

balances these two sources of errors, with an optimal value of α that is between 0 and 1380

(see [18] for specific examples). This finding suggests that optimally reconstructing signals381

in nonstationary environments requires devoting some bandwidth to detecting changes in the382

underlying distribution of those signals.383

This also provides a normative perspective on the temporal dynamics of sensory adaptation384

(Figure 8). Sensory codes that are optimized for reconstruction versus inference show differ-385

ent temporal dynamics that mimic those observed in so-called adapting and sensitizing retinal386

ganglion cells in the salamander, mouse, and primate [22, 25, 26]. Moreover, this framework387

predicts that slower environmental dynamics (smaller values of h) will lead to slower adapta-388

tion, because the ideal observer requires more stimulus samples to be convinced of a change.389

As a result, the predicted timescale of adaptation scales with the periodicity of changes in the390

environment, consistent with experimental observations in the fly, mouse, rat, and electric391

fish [17,21,27,28].392

2.3 Action selection393

This section covers material from Ma & Hermundstad (2022)394
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Figure 8: Optimal neural dynamics exhibit qualitative features of “adapting” (left)
and “sensitizing” (right) retinal ganglion cells in response to switches in stimulus
variance (adapted from [18]).

In the previous sections, we saw how compressed sensory signals (conveyed through a resource-395

constrained encoder) could impact the inference of latent environmental states, and how this396

inference, in turn, could be used to dynamically adapt the encoder over time. We formulated397

this problem in a passive setting, where we did not consider how the inference process im-398

pacted the downstream selection of actions. We will now consider an active setting, where399

inferences guide the selection of actions, which in turn impacts which sensory signals will be400

gathered in the future.401

We will again consider a scenario in which the environment can take on one of two different402

states, θt ∈ {θ+,θ−}, that can change with a small but fixed probability h per timestep, as given403

in Eq. 4 (note that we have changed our notation from R, L to+,− for convenience). However,404

rather than using this state to specify the parameters of a stimulus distribution, we will take this405

state to specify the probability of rewards at two different ports that can be sampled by an agent406

(Figure 9). This is an example of a “nonstationary two-armed bandit” task (more generally407

referred to as a dynamic foraging task) in which an agent is faced with two different levers, or408

“bandits”, that deliver rewards with different probabilities. In a nonstationary setting, these409

probabilities change over time, and thus the agent is best served by using its past observations410

to infer which of the two levers is more rewarding at a particular time. In the simplest version411

of this task, the observations o ∈ {o+, o−} are binary: with each lever pull, the agent either412

receives a reward (o = o+) or receives nothing (o = o−). This type of task has been used413

to study decision making in many different species, including humans [29, 30], non-human414

primates [31,32], rodents [30,33–36], and flies [37].415

At each timestep, the agent has the option of selecting one of two actions, a ∈ {a+, a−},416

that correspond to sampling one of the two levers. When the environment is in state θ+, the ‘+’417

lever is more rewarding, and thus the agent should select action a+; when the environment418

is in state θ−, the ‘−’ lever is more rewarding, and the agent should select action a−. We419

assume that the more rewarding port delivers reward with probability phigh, and that the less420

rewarding port delivers reward with probability plow. The reward probability can then be421

written as:422

p(o | θ , a) =
1+ o (θ a∆p +∆p)

2
(12)

where ∆p = phigh − plow, p = (phigh + plow)/2, and ∆p̄ = 2p̄ − 1, and where we make use of423
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Figure 9: In a example of a nonstationary two-armed bandit task, an agent can sam-
ple one of two reward ports (‘+’ and ‘−’) whose reward probabilities are determined
by a latent state θ that can switch over time.

the following:424

a ∈ {a−, a+} = {−1, 1}
o ∈ {o−, o+} = {−1, 1}
θ ∈ {θ−,θ+} = {−1, 1}

(13)

This task is an example of a partially observable Markov decision process, or POMDP. The425

optimal actions in this task can be derived via two separable steps: (1) using Bayesian inference426

to derive the ideal observer that optimally infers a belief u about the current environmental427

state, and (2) using reinforcement learning to derive the optimal behavioral policy π∗(a|u),428

which specifies the optimal actions given the current belief [38–40] (see Appendix D for a brief429

primer on reinforcement learning).430

As in the previous section, we can derive the ideal observer model that optimally infers431

the current environmental state based on its prior knowledge. We assume that the observer432

knows (1) that the environment exists in one of two states (+ or −); (2) the values of phigh and433

plow; and (3) the switching probability h. The goal of the inference is then to use the history434

of past observations oτ≤t and actions aτ≤t to determine the current state θt . Following the435

derivations in Appendix C, we can write:436

p(θt | aτ≤t , oτ≤t ) =
1

Ω
p(ot |θt , at ,���aτ<t ,���oτ<t )p(θt |��at , aτ<t , oτ<t )

=
1

Ω
p(ot |θt , at )
∑

θt−1

p(θt |θt−1)p(θt−1|aτ<t , oτ<t )

=
1

Ω

∑

θt−1

p(θt |θt−1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

world dynamics

p(ot |θt , at )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

reward delivery

p(θt−1|aτ≤t−1, oτ≤t−1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

prior at time t−1

(14)

To simplify the final expression of the belief, we define ut to be the difference in belief values437

between the two states:438

ut ≡ P(θt = θ+|oτ≤t , aτ≤t )− P(θt = θ−|oτ≤t , aτ≤t ). (15)

Using this, together with the results from Eq. 12 for p(ot |θt , at , ot ) and Eq. 4 for p(θt |θt−1),439

we can write the belief as:440

ut = (1− 2h) ·
at ot ∆p + (1+ ot∆p) ut−1

at ot ∆p ut−1 + (1+ ot∆p)
. (16)
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Given the belief u, we can then determine the optimal value function v∗(u) that specifies how441

‘good’ it is (in terms of future accumulated rewards) to maintain a particular belief u (see442

Appendix D for a discussion of value functions). We do this using a technique called value443

iteration [40] that iteratively updates the value function over time based on the outcomes of444

different actions (note that we first must discretize u before performing value iteration):445

vt (u) =max
a

∑

u′,o

p(u′, o | u, a)
�

o + (t − 1)vt−1(u
′)
�

/t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

q(u,a)

,
(17)

Note that this is modified from standard value iteration to include a running average of ex-446

pected reward [41]; see Eq. D.11 for the standard form. Analogously to the value function447

v(u), the action-value function q(u, a) quantifies the value of taking a particular action a448

given a particular belief u. These value functions stabilize to their optima relatively quickly;449

we can then use them to specify the optimal policy:450

π∗(a|u) = argmaxa q∗(u, a) = sgn u (18)

Note that this corresponds to a purely greedy policy given the current belief:451

agreedy ≡ argmax
a
〈r (o | u, a)〉

= argmax
a

p(o = o+ | u, a)

= argmax
a

1+ a ∆p u +∆p

2
= sgn u

(19)

This illustrates how we can use an optimal belief, derived through Bayesian inference, to de-452

termine the optimal actions conditioned on that belief. In contrast to the previous section,453

here we assume that the agent can precisely measure observations in the environment (a rea-454

sonable assumption if, as in this case, the observations are binary). However, this also assumes455

that agent can precisely track its current belief. Just as we explored how the compression of456

incoming sensory signals impacts inference, so too can we consider how the compression of457

an internal belief can impact the action selection process. However, as soon as we attempt458

to compress the belief u, there is no guarantee that the optimal (compressed) policy can be459

derived via the two separable steps of deriving the ideal observer model and deriving the op-460

timal policy conditioned on the observer model. In fact, there are many compressed policies461

that achieve near optimal performance [41] (see [42] for a general treatment of the tradeoff462

between optimal performance and computational complexity).463

To see this, consider discretizing the belief update in Eq. 16 under the optimal policy in Eq.464

18 (Figure 10). This update can be transformed into a Markov chain that consists of n ∈ N465

states corresponding to each of the discretized belief values. These states can be labeled ac-466

cording to the actions that they specify; all states with u(n) > 0 are labeled +, and all states467

will u(n) < 0 are labeled −. There are 2N transitions between states, corresponding to the468

two observations that can be obtained from taking the action specified by each state; these469

transitions can be determined from Eq. 16. In the limit as N →∞, this Markov chain will470

approximate the optimal belief update and action selection. However, in the limit that N is471

finite, the Markov chain can deviate significantly from the optimum, depending on its archi-472

tecture. For N small, we can directly enumerate all possible Markov chains and compare their473

performance. For N states, there are at most 2N N2N possible Markov chains (corresponding474

to 2 labels for each of N states, times N target states for each of 2N possible transitions). For475

N = 5 states, this amounts to a whopping 312, 500, 000 possibilities. Luckily, 99.9% of these476
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Figure 10: Top row: we can create a compact agent by transforming an optimal
Bayesian agent into a discrete Markov chain that specifies actions conditioned on
past outcomes. Bottom row: by varying the elements of the Markov chain, there
are many ways to build compact agents that achieve good performance (adapted
from [41]).

are repeats that generate identical behavior under the symmetric task that we’ve considered;477

a total of 263, 428 are unique. This is still a staggering number; again, luckily for us, only a478

fraction of these—on the order of 5, 000—exhibit high performance. Of these, only a small479

fraction exhibit behavior that can be interpreted analogously to the belief update of a Bayesian480

agent [41]. Thus, by considering compact systems that have limited resources for perform-481

ing inferences and guiding actions, we can discover a myriad of solutions that achieve good482

performance.483

2.4 Summary484

In this section, we have introduced some key normative frameworks—including efficient cod-485

ing (Section 2.1), Bayesian inference (Section 2.2), and reinforcement learning (Section 2.3)—486

that have been used to understand optimal sensory coding, inference, and action selection.487

These frameworks allow us to understand the nature of computations that generalize across488

species, brain regions, and modalities. We have also seen examples of how these frameworks489

inform and constrain one another: for example, in Section 2.2, we saw how different sensory490

coding schemes impact the process of inference, and how inference, in turn, can be used to491

guide adaptive coding schemes; in Section 2.3, we saw how optimal inferences can be used to492

select actions in uncertain and changing environments, and how compact representations of493

those inferences can yield a diversity of different strategies for guiding effective behavior.494

In the next section, we will use these approaches to understand neural dynamics and be-495

havior in a specific system, and we will follow a set of computations from the encoding of496

sensory stimuli to the selection of actions (and back).497
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3 Closing the loop in a single system498

We now consider a specific system—visually-guided navigation and learning in the fruit fly—499

where we can, in principle, follow an entire stream of computations, from the encoding of500

sensory stimuli, to their use in building and modifying internal representations of stored vari-501

ables, to the selection of actions based on these internal representations. Flies have a rea-502

sonably rich behavioral repertoire that allows us to study how behavior changes over time in503

response to new experience. Moreover, there is a massive genetic toolkit that enables us to504

monitor and manipulate specific cell types during behavior. Finally, with the recent release of505

a synaptic-level connectome, it is now possible to relate the physiology of these cell types to506

their morphology and connectivity.507

For the purposes of this discussion, we will consider a class behaviors in which flies asso-508

ciate rewards and punishments with stimuli that signal different locations in the environment,509

and use these associations to modify their behavior over time, for example to navigate to good510

locations or away from bad ones. As an agent in such an environment, this type of navigation511

is enabled by knowing (A) where you are, (B) where you want to go, and (C) how to get from512

A to B. In what follows, we will consider how these quantities are represented in the brain and513

updated based on experience.514

3.1 Using sensory stimuli to build accurate internal representations515

This section covers material from Noorman, Hulse, Romani, Jayaraman, & Hermundstad (2022)516

and Kim, Hermundstad, Romani, Abbott, & Jayaraman (2019); see also: Fisher, Marquis, D’Alessandro,517

& Wilson (2019).518

We begin by asking how an animal knows where it is—i.e., how the brain keeps track of where519

an animal is relative to its surroundings. This is something that many animals do effortlessly.520

For example, if I asked you to close your eyes, and with your left index finger, point to the door521

that you used to enter the room you’re currently in—you would be able to do this without any522

external sensory signals, and without knowing in advance that this is something you’d have523

to remember upon entering the room. Our brains use sensory signals to build maps of our524

surroundings, and we can use these maps ‘offline’ when we no longer have direct access to525

those signals.526

For several decades now, we have had a theoretical framework that explains how a net-527

work of neurons might build and maintain an internal sense of direction [43–51] (see [52–55]528

for recent reviews). The theory of ‘attractor networks’ posits that a population of neurons can529

encode and update internal representations of a variable (such as which direction you’re fac-530

ing) through their recurrent activity. To give some intuition for how this could work, consider531

building a neural compass, made from a population of neurons, that keeps track of your cur-532

rent direction. There are a few key requirements that we might have for this compass: (1)533

we want one single compass needle (no more, no fewer), (2) we want the needle to move534

when we turn, and (3) we want the needle to stop when we stop turning. We can build such a535

compass with a population of neurons that respond to different orientations; i.e., when you’re536

facing north, one group of neurons responds, and when you’re facing east, another group re-537

sponds. If we arrange these neurons along a ring based on this tuning, then we can figure538

out how to connect these neurons together to meet all of the requirements listed above. To539

build a single compass needle, we can connect nearby neurons on the ring with local exci-540

tatory connections...but if all neurons locally excite their neighbors, then any activity in one541

position along the ring will spread to fill the entire ring, and we will lose our compass nee-542

dle. To prevent this from happening, we can have neurons broadly inhibit distant neurons543

around the ring; this will keep any activity localized in one region of the ring. With these two544
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ingredients—local excitation and broad inhibition—we can create a single compass needle in545

the form of a localized bump of neural activity (Figure 11).546

Figure 11: A ring attractor network can maintain a localized bump of neural activity,
and can shift the bump by integrating self-motion input.

To move this bump of activity, we need to invoke additional mechanisms: we can do this by547

including additional inputs to the ring that are tuned to angular velocity, and that effectively548

‘push’ the bump around the ring when turning right or left. And to keep the bump still when549

those inputs are removed, we need to ensure that the activity pattern that holds the bump550

is stable, and can persist at the same orientation along the ring without any external inputs.551

Theoretically, this typically requires that we use an infinitely large population of neurons to552

build the compass (see [44, 49, 50, 56] for studies that use large networks to approximate553

the precision of infinite networks, and [57–59] for studies that highlight failure modes of554

small networks). However, biology seems to be able to construct a neural compass from only555

a handful of neurons. The fruit fly, for example, maintains an internal sense of direction556

in a donut-shaped brain structure called the Ellipsoid Body (EB). A population of “compass557

neurons” maintains a persistent bump of activity that encodes the fly’s current heading [60],558

and that can be updated by integrating the fly’s angular velocity [58, 61] (Figure 12). The559

connectivity [62, 63] and dynamics [64, 65] of this network are consistent with theoretical560

accounts of a continuous attractor network, with one notable exception: the fly network is561

composed of a very small number of computational units (on the order of 8 units), rather than562

the extremely large network that we’d expect to need. In what follows, we will explore how563

it is possible to accurately build, maintain, and update an internal sense of direction in such a564

small network.565

3.1.1 Maintaining persistent internal representations in the absence of input566

To see how we go about building such a network, let’s begin with a population of neurons,567

indexed i ∈ [1, ..., N], that have neural activities r1, ..., rN . Let’s consider the case where we568

can describe these activity with a linear system of equations:569

ṙ = −r +Wr+ C0 (20)

where W is a connectivity matrix that specifies the strength of excitatory or inhibitory con-570

nections between all pairs of neurons, and C0 is a constant that specifies feedforward activity571

that is injected into the network. To build some intuition, consider the following connectivity572
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Figure 12: The fly maintains an internal sense of direction in a neural compass. Left:
schematic of the fly brain. Middle: schematic of neurons that innervate a donut-
shaped brain region called the ellipsoid body (EB). Right: it is possible to image
calcium activity of compass neurons in the EB while the fly is tethered under a mi-
croscope and walking on an air-lifted ball. The activity of the compass neurons forms
a localized bump that moves around the donut and tracks the movements of the fly
relative to the world.

matrix:573

W =

�

λ1 0
0 λ2

�

, (21)

where λ2 < 0. This defines a linearly-independent system of equations (adapted from Steven574

Strogatz’s book [66]):575
�

ṙ1
ṙ2

�

=

�

λ1 − 1 0
0 λ2 − 1

��

r1
r2

�

+ C0, (22)

whose solutions are:576

r1(t )∝ A1 + B1 exp
�

(λ1 − 1)t
�

r2(t )∝ A2 + B2 exp
�

(λ2 − 1)t
� (23)

where A1, A2, B1, B2 are constants. The entries of W determine the dynamics of this system. If577

λ1 < 1, there is one stable fixed point in the network (also called a ‘point attractor’); the value578

of λ1 (and specifically whether it is less than or greater than λ2), determines the relative rate579

at which r1 and r2 approach the fixed point (Figure 13). Alternatively, if λ1 > 1, there is a580

single saddle point; the dynamics are stable along the r2 axis, and unstable along the r1 axis.581

In the special case that λ1 = 1, there is a continuum of stable fixed points along the r1 axis582

(also called a ‘line attractor’).583

Figure 13: Fixed points of the linear system in Eq. 22, with λ2 < 0 (adapted from
[66]).

In the case where the system of equations is not linearly independent, the same logic584

applies to the system of equations. The eigenvectors ξ of W specify the axes of flow, and the585
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sign and magnitude of the eigenvalues λ specify the direction and rate of flow, respectively.586

If the system has a single unity eigenvalue and all other eigenvalues less that one, then there587

is a continuum of stable fixed points. This continuum can be used to stably encode a single588

linear variable via appropriate combinations of r1 and r2. This idea was used to propose how589

a network of as few as two neurons, with activities r1 and r2, could stably encode a linear590

variable like the position of an animal’s eyes [43].591

However, this formulation cannot encode a circular variable like orientation. Instead, one592

can build a ring of stable fixed points by stitching together multiple line attractors over fixed593

intervals (Figure 14). For this to work, there must be a precise handoff between line attractors,594

which requires a nonlinearity in the network (and some additional fine tuning, which we will595

come to). We can consider a simple nonlinear network of the form:596

ṙ = −r+Wφ(r) + C0 (24)

whereφ(·) is a nonlinear function. For illustrative purposes, we will takeφ(·) to be a threshold597

linear function. This form of nonlinearity ensures that only a subset of neurons in the network598

is active at any given time; importantly, the dynamics of these active neurons are governed599

by a set of linear equations via an active submatrix Wact of the full connectivity matrix W. As600

before, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this active submatrix determine the fixed point601

structure of these dynamics. Thus, by appropriately choosing a connectivity matrix W, it is602

possible to ensure that all active submatrices of W have a single unity eigenvalue, and all603

other eigenvalues less than one. Each active subsystem can thus be constructed to encode a604

line attractor over a finite interval, and these line attractors can then be stitched together to605

form a more complex attractor structure [65].606

Figure 14: Left: a linear system can encode a continuum of marginally-stable fixed
points. Middle, right: in a nonlinear system, a ring attractor can be constructed by
stitching together line attractors [65].

To construct a ring attractor, we want a rotationally invariant set of line attractors. This607

can be achieved by choosing W to be a circulant matrix. A common choice is:608

W =
1

N

�

JI + JE cos(θi − θ j)
�

, (25)

where JI controls the broad inhibition in the network, and JE control local excitation between609

neurons with preferred headings θi and θ j . With appropriate choices of JE , the active sub-610

matrices of W are identical, and each has a single unity eigenvalue. For example, given four611
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neurons with activities r1, r2, r3, and r4, a ring attractor can be constructed by stitching to-612

gether four line attractors spanned by ordered pairs of units: (1) r1 and r2, (2) r2 and r3, (3)613

r3 and r4, and (4) r4 and r1. In this case, the preferred headings θi and θi±1 are all separated614

by 90◦, and the full connectivity matrix is:615

W =
JI

N
+

JE

N







1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1






. (26)

The 2× 2 active submatrix has a connectivity structure:616

Wact =
1

N

�

JI + JE JI
JI JI + JE

�

. (27)

If we diagonalize this active submatrix, the eigenvectors are ξ1 = [−1, 1] and ξ2 = [1, 1],617

with corresponding eigenvalues λ1 = JE/N and λ2 = 2JI/N + JE/N (note that here, we as-618

sume JI < 0, in which case λ1 ≥ λ2; more generally, it is possible to derive the maximal values619

of JI for which the network will generate a stable bump of activity [65]). With N = 4 neurons,620

the leading eigenvalue is 1 if JE = 4. This solution guarantees that the bump of activity can621

persist anywhere along a continuum of orientations between θi and θi±1 (and one can show622

that this is a solution for all even-sized networks of size N ≥ 4; see Figure 15 and [65]). The623

corresponding eigenvector describes a situation in which any increases in the activity of one624

neuron are offset by decreases in activity of the other, and the resulting population activity625

pattern is marginally stable. This type of formulation can be used to construct a ring attractor626

that can encode a continuum of values on a circle with a localized bump of activity. For a net-627

work of N = 4, there is one single setting of the local excitation that can generate a continuum628

of fixed points with line attractors spanning 2 neurons. For a network size N = 6, there are 3629

ways to generate this continuum from line attractors spanning either 2, 3 or 4 neurons. More630

generally, for a network of N neurons, there are N − 3 ways to generate a ring attractor from631

line attractors spanning n = [2, ..., N −2] neurons. Thus, the larger the network, the easier it632

is to find a parameter setting that will generate a continuum of fixed points around a ring.633

Figure 15: Larger networks have more ways to tune the local excitation in order to
generate a ring attractor (adapted from [65]). Circles and squares denote optimal
solutions for networks with even and odd numbers of neurons, respectively.
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This construction assumes that the local excitation, JE , can be chosen optimally. If JE is not634

chosen optimally, the full connectivity matrix W will have two different active submatrices that635

differ in size (Figure 16). The larger of these two active submatrices, with a bump spanned636

by Nact = n+1 active neurons, has a leading eigenvalue greater than one, and thus generates637

an unstable fixed point; the smaller of these active submatrices, with a bump spanned by638

Nact = n active neurons, has a leading eigenvalue less than one, and generates a single stable639

fixed point. The bump of activity will then be pushed away from the unstable fixed point640

and pulled toward the stable fixed point. As it does so, the bump transitions between the641

two different linear regimes that maintain the bump of activity with n + 1 versus n active642

neurons. The angular span of these two different regimes is closely related to the drift rate643

within each regime—i.e., how quickly the bump is pushed from or pulled toward a fixed point.644

As a result, the dynamics of the bump are governed by three factors: the orientations of the645

stable and unstable fixed points, the rate at which the bump is pulled toward or pushed from646

these fixed points, and the angular span of each stable and unstable regime. In the limit that647

JE approaches an optimal value, the drift rate in one regime tends to zero as the angular span648

of that regime grows to fill the entire ring. Thus, a ring attractor emerges in the limit that the649

bump drifts infinitely slowly over an increasingly large fraction of the ring.650

Figure 16: Left, middle: optimal values of local excitation generate a continuum of
marginally-stable fixed points on a ring. Right: non-optimal values of local excitation
generate a ring of stable and unstable fixed points.

Up until now, we have built intuition about this ring attractor solution by patching to-651

gether linear dynamical systems. An alternative formulation of this solution can be derived652

by computing the “energy landscape” (a Lyapunov function) of the dynamical system (Figure653

17). This energy landscape describes the states to which the system will evolve in the long-654

time limit. In the limit of an infinitely large network with connectivity given by Eq. 25, the655

energy landscape will be flat as a function of orientation. For a finite network with naively-656

chosen JE , the energy will be hilly, with discrete basins (corresponding to stable fixed points)657

separated by energy barriers (corresponding to unstable fixed points). The optimal values of658

JE will flatten this energy landscape. To derive these values, one can first perform a discrete659

Fourier transform on the system of nonlinear equations in Eqs. 24-25 to transform a system660

of N equations that describe the dynamics of individual neurons into a system of 3 equations661

that describe the dynamics of the amplitude ac , width wc , and orientation θc of the compass662

bump (because of the choice of connectivity, only the DC mode and first modes survive the663

Fourier transform, after initial transients). This set of equations can then be used to construct664

the energy of the system. One can then derive the Hessian matrix, which captures the local665

curvature of the landscape. When computed at the orientations of the stable fixed points,666
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the Hessian separates into a block-diagonal matrix, with a single eigenvector aligned with the667

orientation θc . The corresponding eigenvalue, ∂ 2E/∂ θ 2
c , depends only on JE , N, and Nact.668

Thus, for a given network size, it is possible to find the values of JE that will locally flatten the669

energy as a function of orientation. One can further show that these same values of JE agree670

with those derived from the linear systems perspective, and they guarantee that the energy is671

globally flat as a function of orientation (see the SI of [65] for more details).672

Figure 17: Non-optimal values of local excitation lead to a hilly energy landscape
(left); optimal values flatten this landscape (right).

3.1.2 Accurately updating internal representations via internal input673

In the previous subsection, we showed how it was possible to maintain a persistent bump of674

activity at any of a continuum of orientations along a ring. For this bump of activity to function675

as a compass needle, it must be able to be updated based on changes in orientation. This can676

be done by injecting self-motion input into the network; the network then has to integrate this677

input to appropriately shift the bump of activity to the correct location along the ring (note678

that this self-motion input is thought to be computed from a combination of motor and optic679

flow inputs [67], which raises an interesting question about whether these inputs are optimally680

combined to estimate self-motion; see [68] for a perspective on this issue). A simple way to681

do this is to add two additional “side rings” to the network that are gated by clockwise or682

counterclockwise angular velocity [69]; these side rings inherit the bump of activity from the683

primary, or “center” ring, and project back to the center ring with shifted connections. Thus,684

clockwise turns will push the bump in one direction around the ring, and counterclockwise685

turns will push the bump in the opposite direction. In the limit that the time constants of these686

side rings are very fast, we can approximate their dynamics with a set of velocity-dependent687

inputs into the network:688

ṙ j = −r j +
1

N

∑

k

�

W sym
jk
+ vinWasym

jk

�

φ (rk) + C0, j = 1, . . . , N, (28)

where vin is the input velocity, and where689

W sym
jk
=

1

N

�

JI + JE cos(θ j − θk)
�

,

Wasym
jk

=
1

N
sin(θ j − θk),

(29)

consistent with Eq. 25 (note that we typically include an integration time constant τ, which690

we have taken to 1). If the excitation is chosen optimally, this network can perfectly integrate691

its inputs. However, if the excitation is not optimally chosen, the movement of the bump will692

feel the effects of the stable and unstable fixed points in the network: the bump will move693

faster than the input velocity as it accelerates away from an unstable fixed point, and the694

bump will move slower than the input velocity as it decelerates toward a stable fixed point.695

These dynamics are again determined by the angular orientations of the unstable and stable696

fixed points, the angular span of the linear regimes about each fixed point, and the drift rate at697
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which the bump is pushed away from or pulled toward these fixed points. In the limit of small698

velocity inputs, the drift rates and angular spans of each regime will remain unchanged, but699

the orientations of the fixed points will shift; the stable fixed points will shift in the direction700

of the input velocity, and the unstable fixed points will shift against the direction of the input701

velocity. So long as the stable and unstable fixed points remain within their respective regimes,702

the bump will evolve toward and persist at the stable fixed point, and the network will fail to703

continuously integrate its inputs. However, above a particular threshold velocity, the stable704

fixed point will move into the unstable regime, and the unstable fixed point will move into the705

stable regime. As a result, when in the stable regime, the bump will be pulled toward a stable706

fixed point, but can never reach it; instead, it will transition into the unstable regime, where707

it will be pushed away from an unstable fixed point. This push and pull will cause the bump708

to speed up and slow down as it transitions between regimes.709

In the view of the energy landscape, the drift rates determine the local curvature of the710

energy landscape within each linear regime. As the velocity increases, the fixed points will711

move, but the local curvature about those fixed points will remain approximately unchanged.712

This leads to a tipping of the energy landscape in the direction of the input velocity. If the input713

velocity is very small, the degree of tipping will be small, and the bump will still get stuck at714

the stable fixed points in the network. As the input velocity increases, the tipping will be more715

severe. Again, above a given threshold velocity, the bump will move continuously down the716

energy landscape without getting stuck, but will speed up and slow down as it feels the effect717

of the curvature of the landscape.718

3.1.3 Reliably tethering internal representations to the external world719

The previous subsections highlighted how we could build a network that maintains and up-720

dates an internal sense of direction, even in the absence of external sensory cues. However, to721

function in an external environment, this internal representation must be tethered to cues in722

that environment. In the fly compass network, these external sensory cues reach the compass723

through another set of “ring neurons” [63]. There are many different classes of ring neurons724

that bring in information about polarized light [70–72], wind direction [73], and local visual725

features [74–77]. This again raises an interesting question as to whether and how these differ-726

ent inputs are combined to (optimally?) infer an estimate of orientation, something we will not727

discuss in detail here. For the sake of illustration, we will focus one modality that is encoded728

by visual ring neurons that respond to local spatiotemporal features in a scene [74, 76]. The729

response properties of these neurons are well captured by Gabor-like spatial filters combined730

with biphasic temporal filters, a structure that is thought to efficiently exploit the structure of731

spatiotemporal correlations in natural scenes (as discussed in Section 2.1; [78, 79]). At the732

simplest level, this means that a given ring neuron will be active whenever a particular feature733

in the visual scene is present at a particular location relative to the fly. The presence of multiple734

inputs to the compass—here, external sensory inputs and internal self-motion inputs—raises735

the question as to how the compass network can reliably keep these sets of inputs in register736

to accurately update a single, self-consistent internal representation of heading.737

This is thought to be achieved through plasticity between ring neurons and compass neu-738

rons [80–83]. Each ring neuron makes all-to-all synapses onto compass neurons [63], and739

these synapses are plastic and can be modified over time based on experience [82–84]. As a740

result, plasticity is thought to “map” the external world onto the compass, and several lines of741

ongoing work are focused on how this map remains self-consistent [82–85]. One set of ideas742

stems from Kohonen’s ‘self-organizing map’, which is an unsupervised competitive learning743

algorithm that tries to iteratively map a high-dimensional input space into a low-dimensional744

‘map space’ [86] (Figure 18). Given an input space spanned by input patterns {p} and a map745

space spanned by output patterns {q}, this is achieved through plasticity in weights Wi j that746
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Figure 18: Illustration of self-organizing map developing over time (adapted from
Wikipedia, user:Mcld).

link the two:747

∆Wi j = αθ ( j)(pi −Wi j) (30)

For a given input pattern p, this rule updates the weights in the local neighborhood θ ( j)748

around the most strongly responding output unit q j (also referred to as the ‘best matching749

unit’). The parameter α is a learning rate that determines how quickly the weights will update750

over time.751

If we define the input patterns to be the responses of the ring neurons, and the output752

patterns to be the responses of the compass neurons, then the ring attractor enforces a natural753

neighborhood function defined by the bump of compass activity. The rule then becomes:754

∆Wi j = αr c
j (r

r
i −Wi j) (31)

where r r
i

and r c
j

define the activity of the ring and compass neurons, respectively. This rule is755

similar to a classic Hebbian learning rule in which neurons that “fire together, wire together”—756

in other words, coactivity between neurons i and j will lead to a strengthening of the weights757

that link them.758

In the case of the fly’s neural compass, the ring neurons are thought to be inhibitory [87,759

88], and so the appropriate learning rule is “anti-Hebbian” (i.e., coactivity between neurons i760

and j will weaken, rather than strengthen, the weights that link them). Moreover, evidence761

suggests that the learning rate α scales with the fly’s angular velocity v [82,84], and thus has762

a form similar to:763

∆Wi j = −v2r c
j (r

r
i −Wi j) (32)

This velocity-dependent learning rate ensures that the map is only updated when the fly turns,764

and does not update when the fly persists at the same orientation for longs periods of time.765

As the fly explores a new visual scene, this plasticity rule will generate a self-consistent766

mapping of the visual world onto the compass, such that turns that drive the bump of activity767

are matched by weak inhibition from ring neurons that respond to the corresponding features768

in the visual scene (Figure 19). For example, consider a visual scene that consists of a single769

visual feature, like a vertical bar. And consider that a given ring neuron r r
i

, which responds770

to features at an orientation φi , is co-active with a given compass neuron r c
j
, which responds771

when the bump is at an orientation θ j . If the fly turns, the visual scene will change by an772

orientation ∆φ, such that a ring neuron i +∆φ is now active. At the same time, self motion773

inputs will drive the bump to change orientations by some angle ∆θ , such that a compass774
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neuron j +∆θ is now active. The plasticity rule above will ensure that ring neuron i +∆φ775

will have the weakest weight, and thus the smallest inhibition, onto compass neuron j +∆θ .776

As a result, the compass bump will move in lock step with the movements of the fly and the777

movements of the visual scene.778

Figure 19: Plasticity creates a self-consistent mapping between visual and self-motion
inputs that drive the compass (adapted from [82]; see also [83]). Left: visual ring
neurons have receptive fields that tile visual space. These neurons make all-to-all
inhibitory synapses onto compass neurons that maintain the compass bump of activ-
ity. Middle, right: as the fly turns, the compass bump moves around the EB, exciting
a different compass neuron (upper row). At the same time, the visual scene moves
relative to the fly, and excites a different ring neuron (middle row). The coactivity
between ring and compass neurons weakens the synapses between them. Over time,
this creates a self-consistent mapping between the visual and self-motion inputs that
drive the compass.

By this same logic, one can easily construct a scenario that might alter this mapping. For779

example, consider a visual scene with a two-fold symmetry, such as two identical bars sepa-780

rated by 180◦. This scene will induce identical responses in two ring neurons that respond to781

orientations separated by 180◦. However, the plasticity rule introduced above will eventually782

weaken synapses at only one location in the compass network, leading the bump to favor one783

of the two orientations that are associated with this symmetry. I will leave it to the reader to784

speculate as to how this might impact the dynamics of the compass bump; we will return to785

this idea in Section 3.3.786

3.2 Using internal representations to guide effective behavior787

This section covers material from Dan, Hulse, Kappagantula, Jayaraman, & Hermundstad (2021).788

We can now consider how this internal sense of direction is used to guide the fly’s behavior.789

For this, we will start by analyzing the behavior itself, and those changes in behavior that790

arise during learning. We will then explore how these changes in behavior could be mediated791

by internal representations in the brain, such as the sense of direction that we have been792

discussing.793

For this, we will consider a variant of a older learning paradigm [89] in which flies navigate794

in a one-dimensional virtual environment (Figure 20; physicist readers might find it interest-795

ing to know that these experiments were pioneered by Martin Heisenberg, the son Werner796
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Heisenberg, prompting some to ask whether one can formulate an analogous ‘fliesenberg un-797

certainty principle’ [90]). This environment consists of an LED screen than spans 330◦ and798

displays different visual patterns [91, 92]; this screen surrounds the fly, which is tethered in799

place but able to move its wings. The orientation of the patterns on the screen is then coupled800

to the fly’s movements; when the fly tries to turn left, the patterns on the screen are rotated801

to the right, and vice versa. In this way, the fly has closed-loop control of the movements of802

the patterns on the screen. By tethering the fly, it is then possible to image from the brain803

while the fly is navigating. By further pairing orientations of the visual scene with rewards804

and punishments, it is possible to study how the fly’s neural activity and behavior change in805

response to different types of feedback.806

Figure 20: Flies can learn to avoid punishment associated with different visual pat-
terns (adapted from [93]). Left: a visual scene has repeating sets of visual patterns;
one set of patterns is paired with an aversive heat punishment. Right: in a virtual
reality setup, the fly orients relative to the visual scene, and is pinged in the abdomen
with an infrared laser whenever it orients toward one of the punished visual patterns.

3.2.1 Inferring a generative model of behavior807

Flies exhibit different modes of patterned behavior. In flight, they exhibit periods of straight808

flight, or ‘fixations’, punctuated by abrupt turns, or body ‘saccades’ [91, 93–95] (Figure 21).809

We can segment the behavior into these two different modes, measure how the properties810

of these modes vary over time and across flies, and use this to infer a generative model of811

behavior. This generative model can be phrased in terms of a behavioral policy π(a|θ ) that812

specifies the probability of taking an action a given a particular state θ of the environment [40]813

(analogously to our discussion of behavioral policies in Section 2.3).814

We begin by assuming that behavior can be structured as a sequence of saccades and fixa-815

tions, such that the termination of one mode initiates the other mode, and vice versa. In the816

language of reinforcement learning, each action then comes in two different types: a ∈ {F, S}.817

Each mode can be specified by an angular velocity, ω, and a duration conditioned on that818

angular velocity, ∆t |ω.819

Fixations tend to have near-zero angular velocity, so we can approximate this as a delta820

function: P(ω) = δ(ω). The distribution of fixation durations—whether measured across821

time or flies—is well fit by an inverse Gaussian distribution:822

P(∆t ;µ,λ) =

√

√ λ

2π∆t 3
exp

�

−
λ(∆t −µ)2

2µ2∆x

�

(33)

This distribution is appealing because we can specify a process that generates it. Consider the823

following stochastic process:824

Xt ∼ νt +σWt (34)
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Figure 21: Left: flies fixate (F) and saccade (S). These flight patterns vary in angular
velocity ω and duration ∆t . Right: we can use the statistics of these flight patterns
to infer a generative model of behavior (adapted from [93]).

where Wt is standard Brownian motion, and ν is a drift term (this process is often called a825

‘drift diffusion’ process). The first passage time of this process, given a fixed threshold ρ > 0,826

follows an inverse Gaussian distribution, with µ = ρ/ν and λ = (ρ/σ)2 [96–98]. Thus, we827

can capture a single fixational event by sampling from this process; the fixation terminates828

when the process crosses a threshold ρ.829

This process requires specifying three parameters: the threshold ρ, the drift rate ν, and830

the diffusion spread σ. In principle, any or all of these parameters could vary over time based831

on experience, and the variation in each of these parameters would manifest in predictable832

changes in the mean and variance of the inverse Gaussian distribution. To see this, note that833

the mean mean = µ and variance var = µ3/λ are related by: log(var) = 3 log(mean)−λ. If,834

for example, the variability in behavior is explained by changes in the drift rate ν alone (with835

fixed threshold ρ and spreadσ), we would expect to see the relationship between the variance836

and mean of fixation durations to follow a line with a slope of 3 and offset of−λ = −ρ2/σ2. By837

fitting this distribution across time and across flies (or, alternatively, by measuring the mean838

and variance empirically), we can show that the behavior is indeed most consistent with a839

model in which the drift rate is changing over time. Thus, we can model fixations as events840

with near-zero angular velocity, and with durations generated by a drift diffusion process with841

an adaptable drift rate.842

Saccades follow a similar structure, but on a different time scale. In contrast to fixations,843

these events are thought to be ballistic, such that they cannot be interrupted or modified dur-844

ing their execution. Using the same types of analyses, we can show that the angular velocity of845

saccades is well fit with two log-normal distributions (corresponding to clockwise and counter-846

clockwise saccades), but with an adaptable bias that captures the tendency to initiate saccades847

in one direction versus another. We find that the duration of saccades, analogously to fixations,848

also follows an inverse Gaussian distribution. However, rather than having a flexible drift rate,849

the distribution of saccades is consistent with an angular-velocity-dependent drift rate. Thus,850

we can model saccades as events with nonzero angular velocity drawn from a lognormal distri-851

bution with an adaptable bias, and with a duration generated by a drift diffusion process with852

an angular-velocity-dependent drift rate. The similarity in the statistical structure between853
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fixations and saccades suggests that, in both cases, a drift diffusion process can be used to854

keep time and thereby specify the duration of different behavioral modes. The parameters of855

that process can then be used to adjust these durations based on other kinematic properties,856

or based on experience.857

3.2.2 Learning the parameters of a generative model based on experience858

Given a parameterized generative model of behavior, or behavioral policyπ(a; ψ⃗), we can now859

ask how the parameters ψ⃗ of that policy should be modified over time based on experience.860

To this end, we can construct an agent that comes embodied with this generative model, and861

the study how the behavior of that agent changes as we update the generative model based862

on experience (Figure 22).863

Figure 22: We can use reinforcement learning methods to learn an optimal behavioral
policy, and compare it to the behavior of real flies (adapted from [93]).

In problems of spatial navigation, a common approach is to discretize the environment into864

states θ , and construct a lookup table q(ψ⃗,θ ) that specifies the optimal parameter settings865

for each state. In our setting, these states correspond to different orientations of the agent.866

Moreover, since we are modeling an agent that uses a neural compass to maintain an internal867

representation of its own orientation, we will take these states to correspond to the compass868

heading θc (see Section 3.1 for a discussion of the compass heading). The agent then uses869

the current parameter settings, together with its own compass heading, to select actions, and870

then iteratively updates the parameters based on the outcomes of those actions in the current871

environment. This process can be quite slow, because there is typically no a priori structure872

built into the lookup table, and thus the agent has to experience the consequences of each873

parameter setting at each compass heading in order to make adjustments to these parameters874

(see Appendix D for more details).875

To speed up this process, the agent can instead learn a continuous function that specifies876

the parameter settings over space. For example, rather than specifying parameter settings877

at each of a set of discretized compass headings, one can use a discrete set of continuous878

basis functions to tile the space of headings, and learn a discrete set of weights on those basis879

functions (Figure 22). This can speed up the learning process because any parameter changes880

that are learned at one heading are immediately used to update parameters at nearby headings881

(if the basis functions are localized in space).882

We can use this to learn a policy with the following structure:883

ν(θc; ψ⃗ν) = fν
�

ψ⃗ν · g⃗ (θc)
�

(35)

b(θc; ψ⃗b) = fb
�

ψ⃗b · g⃗ (θc)
�

(36)
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where ν and b specify the drift rate of fixations and turn bias of saccades derived in the previous884

section, and g⃗ (θc) specifies a set of basis functions that tile compass headings θc . Informed885

by what we know about the fly’s internal compass, we choose a set of 8 von Mises functions;886

the shape of this function closely matches the shape of the compass bump, and the number887

mimics the known discretization of the compass (see Section 3.1). We can then use a common888

policy-gradient algorithm to update the policy parameters based on experience (see Appendix889

E for a derivation of this algorithm):890

sample action from policy

a ∼ π(·|θc; ψ⃗)

take action, gather reward

R = r (a,θc)

update parameters

∆ψ⃗ = αR∇ψ⃗ log
�

π(a|θc; ψ⃗)
�

update state θc

(37)

where r (a,θc) is a reward function that we will discuss shortly. Using this algorithm, this891

agent can be trained through experience to reliably gather rewards or avoid punishments by892

iteratively updating the parameters of its behavioral policy. We can then compare the output893

of this trained agent to the behavior of real flies after they have gone through the learning894

paradigm schematized in Figure 20.895

In this paradigm, different orientations of the visual scene are paired with rewards or896

punishments. The visual scene itself consists of a set of 4 visual patterns, each separated by897

90◦. The scene was chosen to have a two-fold symmetry, such there are two distinct visual898

patterns, A and B, each repeated twice (i.e., ABAB). One set of patterns (either A or B) is899

paired with an aversive heat punishment that is delivered by pinging the fly in the abdomen900

with an infrared laser. Thus, if pattern A is punished, the fly would experience heat whenever901

it orients within ±45◦ of the center of pattern A (we refer to this region as the “danger zone”,902

and the unpunished region as the “safe zone”). Because we do not know whether learning is903

driven by the negative effects of punishment or the positive effects of relief from punishment,904

we treat the former as generating a negative reward (R = −1), and the latter as generating905

a positive reward (R = +1; note that one can use techniques from inverse reinforcement906

learning to try to deduce this reward function from observed behavior [99]).907

When we train an artificial agent in this same paradigm, the agent learns to generate908

fixations and saccades who drift rates ν(θc; ψ⃗ν) and turn biases b(θc; ψ⃗b) vary approximately909

sinusoidally with the compass heading θc (Figure 22):910

ν(θc; ψ⃗ν)∝ (1− cos(θc − θsafe))/2

b(θc; ψ⃗b)∝ (1− sin(θc − θsafe))/2
(38)

where θsafe denotes the center of the safe zone. Low drift rates lead to long fixations at the911

center of the safe zone; a high turn bias to the left of the safe zone generates directed turns912

toward safety.913

When we compare this learned behavior to the behavior of real flies, we see that flies914

exhibit similar structure to their behavior (to see this, we must align the fixations and saccades915

of individual flies to heading at which these actions were initiated relative to the center of the916

safe zone, and then average across flies; signatures of this structure can also been seen on917

an individual fly basis). However, this behavioral structure is apparent in flies even before918

they experience any laser punishment, provided that we align the behavior to the preferred919

heading of each fly prior to averaging. The fact that both naive and trained flies exhibit the920
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same behavioral structure suggests that this is not something that needs to be learned in a new921

environment; rather, this behavioral structure seems to innately guide how flies sample their922

surroundings. If this is the case, learning need only shift and scale this behavioral structure,923

rather than build it up from scratch.924

Such a formulation—in which the behavioral policy has a fixed functional form, but flexible925

parameters—dramatically changes the learning process. Rather than building an agent that926

learns individual associations between policy parameters and locations, this suggests that the927

agent should come pre-equipped with a policy that specifies functional relationships between928

policy parameters at all locations in the environment. By building this sort of function into929

the agent, any changes that are learned at one location can be used to update behavior at930

all locations (rather than being restricted to the immediate vicinity of the agent). This can931

significantly speed up the learning process, but comes at the cost of restricting the space of932

behavioral policies that the agent can learn. Moreover, for this to work in real brains, neural933

circuits must be able to enforce this behavioral structure while flexibly shifting and scaling this934

structure to direct movements to different parts of the environment. In the next section, we935

discuss how the brain might achieve this.936

3.2.3 Building a structured behavioral policy937

To construct the policy given in Eq. 38, we use simple operations that could feasibly be per-938

formed by neural circuits (Figure 23). We assume that the fly maintains encodes its current939

compass heading in a sinusoidal activity profile fc(θ ;θc) = cos(θ −θc), where θc denotes the940

current compass heading, and θ describes an anatomical axis that encodes orientation. Note941

that this profile takes on a von Mises shape in the brain region that first encodes the com-942

pass heading, but is reformatted into a sinusoidal shape before propagating to downstream943

brain regions [62]. This sinusoidal shape is thought to support a range of different vector944

computations [100].945

We assume that the fly maintains a goal activity profile fg (θ ) that can take on an arbitrary946

shape. When we convolve these two activity profiles— fc(θ ;θc) and fg (θ )—the output is947

sinusoidal and peaks when the compass heading is aligned with the circular mean of the goal948

activity profile (Figure 23; see Appendix F for brief derivation). We can thus define the goal949

heading, θg , to be the circular mean of the goal activity profile fg (θ ).950

If we use the output of this convolution as a motor drive, this operation will guarantee951

that the motor drive is strongest when the compass heading is aligned with the goal heading.952

However, the profiles given in Eq. 38 require motor drives that are peaked 90◦ and 180◦ away953

from the goal heading. This can be achieved by phase-shifting the compass heading (and thus954

the compass activity profile) before convolving it with the goal activity profile. For a phase955

shift of φ, the resulting motor drive will be peaked when the compass heading is aligned with956

θg −φ (Appendix F). To create the profiles in Eq. 38, we need phase shifts:957

φν = 180◦,

φb = 90◦.
(39)

This formulation guarantees that the motor drive will be sinusoidally structured, regardless of958

the shape of the goal activity profile, and leads to a policy of the form:959

ν(θc; ψ⃗ν)∝ Ag cos(θc − θg +φν) + Bν

b(θc; ψ⃗b)∝ Ag cos(θc − θg +φb) + Bb
(40)

where Ag and θg are the strength and orientation of the circular mean of fg (θ ), respectively,960

and (Bν, Bb) are offsets. This formulation means that the goal activity profile can be updated961
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Figure 23: Convolving a sinusoidal compass heading with an arbitrary goal profile
leads to a structured motor output (adapted from [93]; see also [101]).

over time based on experience, without disrupting the motor drive profile. We can thus use962

simple Hebbian plasticity rules (analogous to those presented in Section 3.1.3) to update the963

goal profile over time:964

∆ fg (θ ,θc; fg ) = αg∆g (41)

where965

∆g =











+
�

fc(θ ;θc)− fg (θ )
�

+Θ(1− fg )−
�

fg (θ )− fc(θ ;θc)
�

+Θ( fg ) R(θ ) > 0

−
�

fc(θ ;θc)− fg (θ )
�

+Θ( fg ) +
�

fg (θ )− fc(θ ;θc)
�

+Θ(1− fg ) R(θ ) < 0

0 R(θA) = 0

(42)

Here, [·]+ denotes rectification, and Θ(·) is the heaviside function. This plasticity rule will966

strengthen the goal profile at the current compass heading when the fly is being rewarded967

(R > 0), and will weaken the goal profile at the current compass heading when the fly is being968

punished (R < 0).969

The fly central brain has circuit motifs that could plausibly implement this set of computa-970

tions [63,93] (Figure 24). As discussed in Section 3.1, the compass heading is maintained by a971

ring attractor network in a region of the brain called the ellipsoid body (EB). From the EB, the972

compass activity profile is reformatted from a von-Mises-like shape to a sinusoidal shape [62]973

before traveling to a downstream region called the fan-shaped body (FB) that is thought to974

carry and combine internal representations about the fly’s goals and future actions [63]. There975

are two populations of neurons—so-called PFL2 and PFL3 populations—that are thought to976

implement the phase shifts in Eq. 39, respectively, and that project either bilaterally or uni-977

laterally to pre-motor regions that are involved in initiating rightward and leftward turns.978

The PFL2 population implements a 180◦ phase shift and projects bilaterally to both premotor979

regions, and is thus well-positioned to control straight flight. The two PFL3 populations im-980

plement ±90◦ phase shifts and project unilaterally to one or the other premotor regions, and981

are thus well-positioned to control directed turns. Finally, there are dopaminergic neurons982

that synapse onto both PFL2 and PFL3 populations, and that themselves receive inputs that983

are shaped by the fly’s current compass heading; thus, these neurons are well-positioned to984
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Figure 24: Left: Neurons in the fly central brain implement an anatomical reference
frame tethered to the fly’s current heading. Center: additional populations of neu-
rons implement anatomical phase shifts in this reference frame. Right: putative goal
neurons could store and update goal headings (adapted from [63] and [93]).

update the strength of goal synapses in a heading-dependent manner, which could in turn be985

used to drive behavior through the PFL populations.986

3.3 Coupling sensory representations and behavior in closed loop987

In Section 3.1, we saw how small neural circuits could maintain and accurately update an988

internal representation of heading, and could tether this representation to sensory cues in989

the environment through a form of unsupervised learning. In Section 3.2, we saw how this990

internal representation of heading could be used to update an internal representation of goals991

in the environment through a form of reinforcement learning. These two systems—learning992

where you are in your environment, and learning goals in that environment—are coupled993

through the same internal representation of heading, and through the actions that are selected994

by the behavioral policy that is tethered to this representation (Figure 25). As a result, any995

inaccuracies in this representation will impact the formation of goals, the selection of actions,996

and the subsequent sensory stimuli that are used to update this representation. As a result,997

the coupling of these systems can shape individual variability in behavior and learning.998

This becomes apparent if we revisit the ideas from Section 3.1.3, about how the internal999

representation of heading becomes tethered to the outside world. At the end of that section, we1000

introduced the idea that symmetries in the visual scene can lead to a scenario in which plasticity1001

tethers the bump to one of two symmetric location in the environment. If two ring neurons are1002

active for a particular view of a symmetric scene, but one strongly inhibits the bump and the1003

other only weakly inhibits the bump, this induces competition between these two ring neurons,1004

and the bump will tend to jump to the location of weakest inhibition. In other words, the1005

compass will develop a two-to-one mapping, in which two different symmetric orientations of1006

the scene will be mapped onto a single compass heading. This type of confusion is analogous1007

to the confusion you might expect to experience inside a room with two identical doors on1008

opposite sides of the room. When you initially enter the room, you might remember which1009
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Figure 25: Two learning systems interact to guide behavior. One learning system
(pink) maps visual inputs onto an internal compass heading; a second learning sys-
tem (green) uses the compass heading to learn a goal heading and guide actions via
a behavioral policy. Plasticity acts at specific locations (white circles) to allow these
representations to change over time based on experience.

of the two doors you used to enter, but after some time, you might get confused about which1010

door is which. We can see this confusion in the dynamics of the compass bump, and we can1011

watch the compass bump jump between different orientations that correspond to symmetric1012

views of the visual world [93].1013

This highlights the important difference between the absolute properties of the visual en-1014

vironment and the relative nature of the internal constructs that we build to represent that1015

environment. In many cases, these are closely matched, but in some cases, our internal per-1016

ceptions differ markedly from the outside world. This has interesting implications for any1017

downstream behavior that is tethered to these representations. For example, if the fly’s ac-1018

tions are tethered to this internal representation, as evidence suggests, then its actions will1019

follow this representation, even as that representation is jumping over time. This can be ad-1020

vantageous in an environment where rewards and punishments are coupled to these same1021

symmetries of the environment. For example, given a policy that is tethered to the difference1022

between the fly’s current and goal headings (Eq. 40), a jumping heading bump will serve to1023

copy over this policy at the arena headings that correspond to symmetric views of the visual1024

scene. The means that the fly need only learn one goal heading; its neural circuits will effi-1025

ciently structure behavior about that goal heading, and its jumping compass bump will copy1026

that structure at multiple locations that share the same visual patterns and reward structures.1027

For this to work effectively, the mapping of the visual world onto the compass must be1028

stabilized, which takes time in a new environment. As a result, stronger initial goal headings,1029

which lead to more exploitative behavior about the goal heading, can help to quickly anchor1030

the mapping of the visual world onto the compass, particular in the presence of visual sym-1031

metries. This, in turn, can help the fly more quickly update its goal heading in the face of1032

rewards and punishments. Weak goal headings, on the other hand, can lead to more diffusive,1033

exploratory behavior, can slow the development of the visual map in the presence of symme-1034

tries, and can lead to misalignment between the learning of the visual map and the learning1035

of goals tethered to that visual map. This, in turn, can slow the overall learning process. As a1036

result, individual variability in learning can arise purely because of the dynamics that couple1037

these multiple internal representations. See [93] for further discussion.1038
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3.4 Summary1039

In this section, we explored some of the challenges of building compact internal represen-1040

tations of the outside world, bootstrapping these representations by using one evolving rep-1041

resentation to update another, and ultimately tethering efficient behavior to these internal1042

representations. One of the major insights from this line of work is that pre-motor circuits in1043

the brain seems to employ hardwired anatomical motifs for exploiting structure in an animal’s1044

predictable relationship to its surroundings, just as early sensory circuits exploit predictable1045

structure in incoming sensory signals. In the field of machine learning, these architectural1046

constraints are often called ‘structural priors’ or ‘inductive biases’, and ongoing work in the1047

field seeks to understand what sorts of inductive biases can lead to more flexible and gener-1048

alizable architectures [102, 103]. Here, we saw how inductive biases in the fly brain—in the1049

form of anatomical motifs that efficiently structure behavior about a single goal heading—can1050

significantly speed learning by reducing the number of associations that an animal has to ex-1051

perience. This suggests an exciting direction for future research, in terms of understanding1052

how the brain should best balance the speed enabled by hardwired circuits, and the flexibility1053

afforded by plasticity within these circuits. More broadly, this prompts the question as to what1054

additional features of an animal’s relationship to its environment are predictable enough to1055

warrant hard-wired solutions—something that will be aided by quantitative analyses of natural1056

behavior in the context of ethologically-relevant tasks.1057

4 Outlook1058

In these notes, we have touched upon different theoretical frameworks—including efficient1059

coding, Bayesian inference, and reinforcement learning—that are used to understand sensory1060

coding, inference, and action selection. We then used aspects of these frameworks in the1061

context of a specific example—navigational learning in the fruit fly—to understand how real1062

brains make sense of incoming sensory stimuli, build internal representations of their relation-1063

ship to the external world, and use these internal representations to guide behavior. In both of1064

these contexts, we discussed how these frameworks provide a perspective on not only how the1065

brain operates, but also why it might operate in one manner versus another. Looking ahead,1066

one major opportunity in theoretical neuroscience is to understand how these different frame-1067

works relate to one another, and how they inform and constrain one another. We saw how1068

resource constraints, as considered in the framework of efficient coding, can impact the speed1069

and accuracy of Bayesian inference, and how constraints on the precision of inference can1070

in turn impact action selection. We also saw how behavioral policies can exploit the reliable1071

statistics of movement to speed learning, just as sensory codes can exploit the reliable statistics1072

of sensory stimuli to speed inference. Finally, we saw that it is becoming possible to test the1073

predictions of these interconnected frameworks in real brains, where the fruit fly—with its1074

targeted genetic tools, near-complete connectome, and behavioral repertoire—provides one1075

exciting test bed to link multiple successive computations in closed-loop.1076
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A Decomposing mutual information1087

The mutual information between X and Y is defined as:1088

I(X; Y) =
∑

x∈X ,y∈Y

P(x , y) log

�

P(x , y)

P(x )P(y)

�

(A.1)

We can write P(x , y) = P(x |y)P(y), which allows us to re-express mutual information:1089

I(X; Y) =
∑

x∈X ,y∈Y

P(x |y)P(y) log

�

P(x |y)P(y)
P(x )P(y)

�

=
∑

y∈Y

P(y)
∑

x∈X

P(x |y) [log P(x |y)− log P(x )]
(A.2)

Noting that the conditional entropy of X given Y is defined as:1090

H(X |Y) =
∑

y∈Y

P(y)

�

−
∑

x∈X

P(x |y) log P(x |y)

�

, (A.3)

we can use this to rewrite the mutual information as:1091

I(X; Y) = −H(X |Y)−
∑

x∈X ,y∈Y

P(x , y) log P(x )

= −H(X |Y)−
∑

x∈X ,y∈Y

P(y |x )P(x ) log P(x )

= −H(X |Y)−
∑

x∈X

P(x ) log P(x )
∑

y∈Y

P(y |x )

= −H(X |Y) +H(X)

(A.4)

where we have used the fact that H(X) = −
∑

x∈X P(x ) log P(x ), and
∑

y∈Y P(y |x ) = 1.1092

B Maximum entropy distributions1093

Consider a neuron that can produce a discrete set of discriminable responses. The entropy of1094

the response distribution is:1095

H = −
∑

i

pi log(pi) (B.1)

subject to the constraint
∑

i pi = 1.1096

To find the entropy-maximizing distribution of responses, we can define the Lagrangian L1097

with Lagrange multiplier λ0:1098

L(p,λ0) = −
∑

i

pi log(pi) +λ0

�

∑

i

pi − 1

�

(B.2)

Maximizing this with respect to pi gives:1099

∂ L(p,λ0)

∂ p
= 0 =⇒− log(pi)− 1+λ0

=⇒ pi = exp(λ0 − 1)
(B.3)
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Imposing the constraint
∑

i pi = 1 means:1100

∑

exp(λ0 − 1) = 1

=⇒ N exp(λ0 − 1) = 1

=⇒ pi = 1/N

(B.4)

Intuitively, given a constraint on the number of discriminable response levels, the maximum1101

entropy distribution is flat (and corresponds to ‘histogram equalization’).1102

If we now consider a continuous distribution of responses but impose a constraint on the1103

mean firing rate mu, this gives:1104

L(p,λ0,λ1) = −
∫

p(r ) log(p(r ))dr +λ0

�∫

p(r )dr − 1

�

+λ1

�∫

r p(r )dr −µ
�

(B.5)

and1105

∂ L
∂ p
= − log(pi)− 1+λ0 +λ1r = 0

=⇒ p(r ) = exp(λ0 − 1)exp(λ1r ).
(B.6)

Plugging this back into the equations for our constraints, we have:1106

λ1 = −1/µ;

exp(λ0 − 1) = 1/µ

which gives1107

p(r ) =
1

µ
exp

�

−
r

µ

�

(B.7)

Thus, given a constraint on the mean firing rate, the distribution of neural responses is expo-1108

nential. It is straightforward to use the same logic to show that an additional constraint on1109

the variance of neural responses leads to a Gaussian distribution.1110

C Bayesian ideal observer model in a switching environment1111

Here, we derive the ideal observer model for the scenario described in Section 2.2, which must1112

infer the current state θt of the environment given the history of past sensory signals sτ ≤ t .1113

Given random variables A and B, Bayes Rule states:1114

P(A|B) =
P(B|A)P(A)

P(B)
(C.1)

For three variables A, B, C , this becomes:1115

P(A|B,C) =
P(B|A, C)P(A|C)

P(B|C)
(C.2)

We can now make the substitutions: A = θt , B = st , and C = sτ<t :1116

P(θt |st , sτ<t ) =
P(st |θt , sτ<t )P(θt |sτ<t )

P(st |sτ<t )
(C.3)
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This distribution must be normalized, which gives:1117

∑

θt

P(θt |st , sτ<t ) = 1 =
∑

θt

P(st |θt , sτ<t )P(θt |sτ<t )

P(st |sτ<t )
(C.4)

Since the distribution in the denominator does not depend on θt , we can pull it out of the sum1118

and define this to be the normalization constant Ω:1119

Ω ≡ P(st |sτ<t ) =
∑

θt

P(st |θt , sτ<t )P(θt |sτ<t ) (C.5)

We now have:1120

P(θt |st , sτ<t ) =
1

Ω
P(st |θt , sτ<t )P(θt |sτ<t ) (C.6)

The second distribution can be expanded and simplified as follows:1121

P(θt |sτ<t ) =
∑

θt−1

P(θt |θt−1, sτ<t )P(θt−1|sτ<t ) (C.7)

=
∑

θt−1

P(θt |θt−1)P(θt−1|st−1, sτ<t−1) (C.8)

Putting this together, we have:1122

P(θt |st , sτ<t ) =
1

Ω
P(θt |st )
∑

θt−1

P(θt |θt−1)P(θt−1|st−1, sτ<t−1) (C.9)

For the specific case of a two-state environment, we can define PL
t ≡ P(θt = θ L|st , sτ<t ),1123

and PH
t = (1− PL

t ). The posterior distribution is thus fully specified by a single number: the1124

probability that the environment is in the low state, given the history of past observations. In1125

matrix notation, we now have:1126

�

PL
t

1− PL
t

�

=
1

Ω

�

P(st |θt = θ L) P(st |θt = θH)
�

�

1− ps ps
ps 1− ps

��

PL
t−1

1− PL
t−1

�

(C.10)

Or equivalently,1127

PL
t =

1

Ω
P(st |θt = θ

L)[(1− ps)P
L
t−1 + ps(1− PL

t−1)] (C.11)

D Primer on reinforcement learning1128

This is meant to provide a quick-and-dirty tutorial on reinforcement learning; for a more thor-1129

ough overview and background, please refer to Sutton & Barto [40], which provided the source1130

for these notes.1131

Reinforcement learning considers the process of learning to select appropriate actions a in1132

particular states θ of the environment, based on feedback from the environment in the form1133

of rewards r . Note that it is typical to denote states with the variable s , instead of θ ; here we1134

use θ to highlight that these states are typically hidden from the agent must be inferred from1135

sensory signals, which we denote s . In Section 2.2, we used such latent states to parameterize1136

distributions of sensory stimuli; in Section 2.3, the latent state specified the reward probability1137

of different levers that could be sampled by an agent. And in Section 3, the latent state specified1138

the animal’s heading in the environment, which must be inferred from visual and self-motion1139

signals.1140
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The goal of a reinforcement learning agent is to maximize long-term accumulated reward,1141

which is called the return Gt and is defined as the total sum of all rewards received at future1142

times t ′ > t :1143

Gt ≡ Rt+1 + Rt+2 + Rt+3 + ... (D.1)

As written, this expression assumes that all future rewards are equally important. To account1144

for the fact the immediate rewards might be more valuable than rewards in the distant future,1145

we can “discount” future rewards with a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1]:1146

Gt = Rt+1 + γRt+2 + γ
2Rt+3 + ...

=
∞
∑

t ′=t+1

γt ′−1Rt ′

= Rt+1 + γGt+1

(D.2)

where γ = 1 defines a far-sighted agent that values all rewards equally, and γ = 0 defines a1147

purely myopic agent that only values immediate rewards.1148

The return Gt represents the sum of actual future rewards, which is not knowable to any1149

agent. Instead, an agent can compute the expected future rewards, starting in state θ and1150

following a policy π(a|θ ). The policy specifies the probability of selecting a given action a1151

from a state θ . If it is helpful to have a concrete example in mind, consider a scenario in which1152

an agent navigates in 2D environment to gather rewards that are given when the agent reaches1153

specific locations in the environment. A typical way to treat this scenario is to discretize the1154

environment into a grid of locations; these locations then serve as our states (so, in a 10× 101155

grid, there are 100 states). At any grid location, it is often assumed that there are at most 51156

available actions: stay, move 1 step up, move 1 step down, move 1 step left, or move 1 step1157

right. A policy can then be specified as the probability of taking each of the 5 actions from1158

each of the 100 states in the environment.1159

With this example in mind, we can start by computing the expected future rewards that1160

will be obtained one timestep in the future:1161

Eπ[Rt+1|θt = θ ] =
∑

a

π(a|θ )
∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)r (θ , a,θ ′) (D.3)

where p(θ ′|θ , a) governs the dynamics of the environment and specifies the probability that1162

the agent transitions to a state θ ′ when beginning in state θ and taking action a; the reward1163

function r (θ ′, a,θ ) specifies the reward received under the same transition. We can use Eq.1164

D.3 to define a state-value function vπ(θ ) that defines how ‘good’ it is (in terms of expected1165

return) to begin in state θ and follow the policy π:1166

vπ(θ ) ≡ Eπ
�

Gt

�

�θt = θ
�

(D.4)

Using the result from Eqs. D.2-D.3, we can write this as:1167

vπ(θ ) = Eπ
�

Rt+1 + γGt+1

�

�θt = θ
�

=
∑

a

π(a|θ )
∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)
�

r (θ , a,θ ′) + γEπ
�

Gt+1

�

�θt+1 = θ
′�
�

=
∑

a

π(a|θ )
∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)
�

r (θ , a,θ ′) + γvπ(θ
′)
�

(D.5)
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This is the recursive Bellman equation for the state-value function [104]. We can also use this1168

to define a state-action value function qπ(θ , a) that defines the value of starting in a state θ ,1169

taking an action a, and following the policy π from then onward:1170

qπ(θ , a) ≡
∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)
�

r (θ , a,θ ′) + γvπ(θ
′)
�

(D.6)

for which there is an analogous Bellman equation:1171

qπ(θ , a) =
∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)
�

r (θ , a,θ ′) + γ
∑

a′
π(a′|θ ′)qπ(θ ′, a′)

�

(D.7)

The optimal value function satisfies the Bellman optimality equation:1172

v∗(θ ) =max
a
Eπ

�

Rt+1 + γv∗(θt+1)
�

�θt = θ , at = a
�

=max
a

∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)
�

r (θ , a,θ ′) + γv∗(θ
′)
� (D.8)

and analogously for q∗(θ , a).1173

Note that one can use a value function vπ(θ ) or action-value function qπ(θ , a) to define1174

a policy. For example, a purely greedy policy would select actions that maximize the current1175

value:1176

A = argmaxaq(θ , a) (D.9)

If q = q∗ is the optimal action-value function, then Eq. D.9 defines the optimal policy1177

π∗(a|θ ) = argmaxa(q∗(θ , a)). However, if q is not optimal, it can be advantageous to use1178

a policy that balances exploitative actions (which maximize the current estimate of q) with1179

exploratory actions (which have lower expected value but could result in higher long-term1180

payoffs). A simple version of such a policy is called an ‘epsilon-greedy’ policy, in which the1181

agent chooses the greedy (exploitative) action with probability (1−ε), and chooses a random1182

(exploratory) action with probability ε, where ε ∈ [0, 1] is typically chosen to be small. Al-1183

ternatively, one can tie the degree of exploration to the value function by choosing a ‘softmax’1184

policy:1185

π(a|θ )∝ exp(βq(θ , a)) (D.10)

where β →∞ drives purely exploitative actions that maximize q , and β → 0 drives purely1186

random actions.1187

A goal of reinforcement learning is to use value functions to determine the optimal poli-1188

cies that maximize the return G. Historically, there have been three main sets of methods1189

for learning value functions. The first are dynamic programming methods, which assume a1190

model of the environment in the form of p(θ ′|θ , a) and r (θ , a,θ ′), and learn v∗, q∗, and1191

π∗ via bootstrapping (i.e., updating an estimate of one quantity based on an estimate of an-1192

other quantity). Value iteration, which we introduced in Section 2.3, is one such method that1193

converts Eq. D.8 into an update rule for the value function:1194

vt+1(θ ) =max
a

∑

θ ′,r

p(θ ′|θ , a)
�

r (θ , a,θ ′) + γvt (θ
′)
�

(D.11)

The second set of methods are Monte Carlo methods, which do not assume a model of the1195

environment, and instead directly estimate v∗, q∗, andπ∗ via sampling (i.e., from the outcome1196
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of simulated experiences). An example of a Monte Carlo update is the following:1197

vt+1(θ ) = vt (θ ) +α[Gt − vt (θ )] (D.12)

where the return Gt must be computed from the outcome of simulated experiences. Gt is then1198

used as a target to update vt .1199

A third class of methods, temporal difference (TD) methods, combine aspects of dynamic1200

programming and Monte Carlo methods to learn from experience via bootstrapping [40]. The1201

simplest TD method replaces the return Gt in Eq. D.12 with the estimate Gt ≊ Rt+1+γvt (θt+1):1202

vt+1(θt ) = vt (θt ) +α
�

Rt+1 + γvt (θt+1)− vt (θt )
�

(D.13)

qt+1(at ,θt ) = qt (a,θt ) +α
�

Rt+1 + γqt (at+1,θt+1)− qt (at ,θt )
�

(D.14)

Here, δt = Rt+1+γvt (θt+1)− vt (θt ) (and similarly δt = Rt+1+γqt (at+1,θt+1)−qt (at ,θt ))1203

is often referred as the TD error. Eq. D.14 forms the basis of the so-called SARSA learning1204

algorithm. Note that the updating of the value functions depends on the actions taken and1205

rewards received, which in turn depend on the policy used to select those actions. Thus, when1206

using one of the policies defined in Eqs. D.9-D.10, the actions selected via the policy will1207

change over time as the value functions are updated via Eqs. D.13-D.14.1208

With an algorithm like SARSA, the agent can only update the value of states as these states1209

are visited. To update states that were visited in the past, we can augment this update rule1210

with an eligibility trace Zt (θ ) that allows previously-visited to be eligible for updating:1211

vt+1(θt ) = vt (θt ) +α
�

Rt+1 + γvt (θt+1)− vt (θt )
�

Zt (θt ) (D.15)

where Zt (θ ) follows its own update rule:1212

Zt (θ ) =

¨

λγZt−1(θ ) θ ̸= θt

1+λγZt−1(θ ) θ = θt
(D.16)

Here, λ ∈ [0, 1] is a trace-decay parameter that specifies how quickly the eligibility of each1213

state will decay over time. When λ = 0, only the current state can be updated; when λ = 1,1214

the eligibility of an unvisited state falls by γ with each timestep. Larger values of λ cause the1215

agent to associate previously-visited states with current rewards.1216

E Derivation of policy gradient algorithm1217

This follows the derivation given in Sutton & Barto [40]. We begin by defining a performance1218

measure J(ψ⃗) that we want to maximize, given a policy π(a|θ ; ψ⃗) parameterized by ψ⃗:1219

J(ψ⃗) ≡ vπψ⃗(θ ) (E.1)

where vπψ⃗(θ ) is the value for a policy π, parameterized by ψ⃗, starting in state θ .1220

We want to find the parameter update that increases performance over time:1221

∇ψ⃗vπ(θ ) =∇ψ⃗

�

∑

a

π(a|θ )qπ(θ , a)

�

=
∑

a

�

qπ(θ , a)∇ψ⃗π(a|θ ) +π(a|θ )∇ψ⃗qπ(θ , a)
�

(E.2)
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The second term in this sum, *, can be written as:1222

∗ = π(a|θ )∇ψ⃗
∑

θ ′,r

p(θ ′, r |θ , a)(r + vπ(θ
′))

= π(a|θ )∇ψ⃗
∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)∇ψ⃗vπ(θ
′)

(E.3)

We can now note that1223

∇ψ⃗vπ(θ ) =
∑

a

�

qπ(θ , a)∇ψ⃗π(a|θ ) +π(a|θ )
∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)∇ψ⃗vπ(θ
′)

�

(E.4)

and in a similar manner, ∇ψ⃗vπ(θ ′) can be ‘rolled out’ and expressed in terms of ∇ψ⃗vπ(θ ′′):1224

∇ψ⃗vπ(θ ) =
∑

a

�

qπ(θ , a)∇ψ⃗π(a|θ ) +π(a|θ )
∑

θ ′

p(θ ′|θ , a)

∑

a′

�

qπ(θ
′, a′)∇ψ⃗π(a

′|θ ′) +π(a′|θ ′)
∑

θ ′′

p(θ ′′|θ ′, a′)

∇ψ⃗vπ(θ
′′)
��

.

(E.5)

Note that the first two rows of the above equation are identical in form, but are weighted1225

by the probability of transitioning between states under policy π. Replacing θ with its value1226

sampled at time t , we can write:1227

∇ψ⃗J(ψ⃗) = Eπ
�

∑

a

qπ(θt , a)∇ψ⃗π(a|θt ; ψ⃗)
�

= Eπ





∑

a

π(a|θt ; ψ⃗)qπ(θt , a)
∇ψ⃗π(a|θt ; ψ⃗)

π(a|θt ; ψ⃗)





= Eπ

�

∑

a

π(a|θt ; ψ⃗)qπ(θt , a)∇ψ⃗ logπ(a|θt ; ψ⃗)

�

(E.6)

where we have multiplied and divided byπ(a|θt , ψ⃗) in the second line, and written∇x/x =∇ log x1228

in the third line. If we now replace a by a sampled action at ∼ π(·|θt ), we have:1229

∇ψ⃗J(ψ⃗) = Eπ
�

Gt∇ψ⃗ logπ(at |θt ; ψ⃗)
�

(E.7)

where Gt is the return at time t , and where we have written qπ(θt , at ) = Eπ[Gt |θt , at ]. The1230

argument of this expectation can be sampled on every timestep, and the expectation of this1231

quantity is equal to the gradient ∇ψ⃗J(ψ⃗) [105]. This gives the update rule that we used in1232

Eq. 37:1233

ψ⃗t+1 = γ⃗t +αRt∇ψ⃗ logπ(at |θt ; ψ⃗) (E.8)

where we replaced the full return Gt with the instantaneous reward Rt (i.e., we considered a1234

purely myopic agent).1235
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F Structuring a motor drive about a goal heading1236

We consider a motor drive m of the form:1237

m =

∫ 2π

0

dθ cos(θ − θc) fg (θ ), (F.1)

where cos(θ − θc) is an activity profile that encodes the current compass heading θc , and1238

where fg (θ ) is an arbitrary activity profile that encodes the goal heading.1239

Expanding the cos, we have:1240

m =

∫ 2π

0

dθ
1

2

�

ei(θ−θc) + ei(θ−θc)
�

fg (θ )

=
e−iθc

2

∫ 2π

0

dθ eiθ fg (θ ) +
eiθc

2

∫ 2π

0

dθ e−iθ fg (θ ),

(F.2)

where1241

∫ 2π

0

dθ e±iθ fg (θ ) ≡ rg e±iθg (F.3)

defines the circular mean of the function fg (θ ), and rg and θg are the modulus and orientation1242

of the circular mean, respectively.1243

This allows us to write:1244

m = m(θc,θg ) =
rg

2

�

e−iθc eiθg + eiθc e−iθg
�

= rg cos(θc − θg ).
(F.4)

Thus, when integrated over a full period, the product of the goal and compass activity profiles1245

will be largest when the compass heading is aligned with the circular mean of the goal activity1246

profile. We can then use this circular mean to define the goal heading.1247

If we now add a phase shift φ to the compass heading, this becomes:1248

m(θc,θg ,φ) =

∫ 2π

0

dθ cos
�

θ − (θc +φ)
�

fg (θ )

= rg cos(θc +φ − θg ),

(F.5)

which peaks at θc = θg −φ. Different phase shifts can then be used to generate motor drives1249

that peak at different compass headings relative to the goal heading. Importantly, the motor1250

drive will retain a sinusoidal profile regardless of the shape of fg (θ ), and thus regardless of1251

the goal heading θg . As a result, we can use any method we like for updating the goal activity1252

profile, and it will not disrupt the structure of the motor drive.1253
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